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Abstract 
 

Cross-cultural issues have relevant impacts in the day-to-day life of the organisations and, 
particularly, for the Small and Medium Size (SME) organisations. The economic world is living tendency 
towards deterritorialisation, so that social space can no longer be wholly mapped in terms of territorial 
places, territorial distances and territorial borders. The boundaries are not more relevant in money, 
technology, goods and people movement, the current society is more of a multicultural dimensional one. 

In Europe, the small and medium-sized enterprises and entrepreneurs play a crucial role in the 
economy. The SMEs and entrepreneurs both operate in a ruthless and convoluted environment that is 
affected by different institutions and the respective national cultures of the European union (Muzychenko, 
2008).  Kluckhohn, a well-known American anthropologist and social theorist describes culture saying 
that human beings are made of conflicts with themselves and between each other, groups and nations that 
think, feel and act in a different manner. Allocating culture means sharing thoughts, reacting and solving 
problems (Muzychenko, 2008). As Hall (1990) points out, unlike common sense, the most difficult barrier 
to overcome and the most difficult to achieve is the one created by cultural differences. 

The main question that leads this research is: ‘How do(es) owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs in 
France, the United Kingdom, and Portugal understand and prepare their organisations to lessen the 
cultural impact in the process of internationalization’? The research reached the understanding about the 
evaluation of awareness on cross-cultural impacts and the organisation behaviour and management to 
mitigate these impacts. A transversal, non-experimental methodology was used which is based on 
statistical analysis of data collected through an online structured survey. 

 It was added some questions, as complementary and secondary information, on “ethical 
blindness”. From over 10 thousand of emails sent, 207 validated answer were collected. The main 
conclusion to be highlighted is that there is a true lack of knowledge to mitigate the cross-cultural issues 
in SMEs life and that students need to be trained at school before entering the professional environment 
(mainly be SMEs).  

Finally, this research proposes a methodology to be used by managers of SME’s, to analyse the 
cross-cultural issues and to improve the mitigation of those of impacts. 
 
 

Keywords  

Culture management, Multiculturalism, Cultural values, National culture, International environment, 
Organisational behaviour, Ethical blindness. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

1.1 Framing of the topic 
The economic world has been living tendency towards deterritorialisation, so that social space 

can no longer be wholly mapped in terms of territorial places, distances, borders, jobs, employees’ 
sources, or economy. The boundaries are not more relevant in money, technology, goods and people 
movement. As companies have been expanded all over the globe, the idea of culture has turned out to be 
increasingly complex for the business decision-makers and, a prerequisite for survival in companies. 
Nowadays, multiculturalism and internationalisation of companies are highly prevalent. Over the last 20 
years, the world has been changing and leading to a significant expansion of workforce employed by 
sovereign companies. The companies must adapt and be flexible to this new situation. Besides this, after 
reading the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor report 2016/2017, that offers comprehensive information 
on the very complex phenomenon of entrepreneurship in 10 developed countries, it was interesting to see 
that for the first time, the report referred to the significance of culture, showing the evolution and 
increasing value of the topic. 

In Europe, the small and medium-sized enterprises and entrepreneurs play a very important role 
in the economy. The SMEs and entrepreneurs both operate in a ruthless and convoluted environment 
affected by institutions and national culture of the European union (Muzychenko, 2008).  

Culture can be defined on several levels. The two main ones are the national culture, that is 
perceived to be more widen from a population of a country, followed by the organisational culture, that 
has a focus on the culture of a group of people from the same organisation. Kluckhohn, a well-known 
American anthropologist and social theorist threats culture saying that human beings are made of conflicts 
with themselves and between each other, groups and nations that think, feel and act in a different manner. 
Allocating culture means sharing thoughts, reacting and solving problems (Muzychenko, 2008). 

Managing those cultural differences is fundamental in organisations allowing to achieve the best 
profit and performance. There is an urge to tackle this cultural ignorance to avoid failure and embarrassing 
blunders in business performance. 

1.2 Motivations 
Maxime Mathieu Reboulet, the author of this research, is a French student currently studying a 

Master’s degree in Innovation and Technological Entrepreneurship (MIET) at the University of Porto 
(Portugal). This dissertation is the final part of the Master’s program. Maxime has an international student 
profile as he has studied abroad since September 2013. Having been interacting with people from different 
countries around the world, he decided to know further about the theory of culture itself along with the 
way of applying it in an international business context. His experience abroad made him realise that there 
is a high level of multicultural issues in day to day life while interacting with people from different cultural 
background. Therefore, the research was mainly driven by a set of interests and curiosity towards culture.  

Related to the locations used in this research, France, the United Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland 
were chosen as they are the countries where the researcher has lived and has some knowledge about their 
culture. They present some similarities and elements of comparison. To illustrate that, England and 
Portugal have a strong and old bilateral relationship with high commercial ties. France and Ireland are 
close partners in the European Union, having strong economic, political and cultural links. Portugal and 
Ireland are two small peripheral economies that are experiencing economic and social crisis, however, 
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they are strongly exposed to globalisation. On the contrary, France and the United Kingdom represent 
two of the major countries in Europe (economically, politically, and demographically speaking).  

In terms of work experience, Maxime has experienced, working for both multinational and 
SMEs. Maxime observed that the topic of culture remains more neglected in SMEs than big groups in 
general. Also, when he was studying abroad and, particularly during the 2 years of the Master’s degree in 
Portugal, he felt some tremendous cultural impacts. By learning about the topic, he started to notice the 
lack of awareness, knowledge, and managerial capacities within the people he interacted with such as, by 
some professors, researchers, and students. 

1.3 Objective 

1.3.1 Main Objective 
The core of this dissertation is to take a close look at the way SMEs treat the issues of 

multiculturalism in their companies. Also, it was desired to recognise the impacts in SMEs in different 
countries and, how the shareholders and managers overcome these multicultural differences in the 
business world.  

In this context, the following primary research question emerged: ‘How do(es) owner(s) and 
manager(s) of SMEs in FR, the UK, PT and IR understand and prepare their organisations to lessen the 
cultural impact in the process of internationalisation or globalisation’. 

As this goal is complex, it was necessary to split it into 3 secondary objectives.  

1.3.1.1 First secondary objective  
To evaluate the level of awareness owner(s) and manager(s) and several actors (Entrepreneurs, 

shareholders, managers, technician, staff, teachers, students and researchers) on cross-culture issues and 
its impact on the organisation's day-to-day life. 

According to diverse literature, the knowledge and sensitivity of the various players within the 
organisations, the cross-culture aspects, are few or even negligible. The ignorance, contempt and lack of 
receptiveness to these aspects, only change when the impacts are felt. These impacts can range from a 
simple bad internal environment to bad reputation, to major or minor losses in financials, including the 
bankruptcy. This result from the fact that one of the most frequent operations in the organisation is 
negotiation, which is used for a variety of situations, from a simple task to a more complex contract.  

1.3.1.2 Second secondary objective  
To evaluate how the organisational behaviour of SMEs is used, or perceived, to reduce the cross-

cultural impacts. 
The organisational behaviour has several tools that can and should be applied to cross-cultural 

impacts (CCI). It will be evaluated the way these instruments are used or perceived (for instance, the 
codes of ethics and conducts, welcoming and training programs, procedures, informal meeting). As Hall 
(1990) points out, unlike common sense, the most difficult barrier to overcome and the most difficult to 
achieve is the barrier created by cultural differences. 

1.3.1.3 Third secondary objective  
To determine the cultural profiles of entrepreneurs, managers of SMEs and students of the 

university, based on relevant cultural models. 
Some of the most relevant cultural models, as “Geert Hofstede” and “Fons Trompenaars Charles 

Hampden-Turner’s model” are based on dimensions and on the position – or evolution of the position - 
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on dimensions, obtained by mutual exclusive dilemmas1. The target members will be put in a situation 
through a questionnaire in which based on dilemmas presented for the cultural dimension, for each one 
will have to choose between 4 alternatives, to evaluate the cultural profiles of the respondents. These 
cultural profiles will be further used as a set of characterisation and analysed based on the responses from 
the inquiry, and ultimately for the methodology to be proposed. 

1.3.2 Complementary objective 
To propose a methodology that will further help organisations and particularly SMEs to mitigate 

the cross-cultural impacts. 
The last objective consists of proposing a methodology to support managers to mitigate the 

impacts of multiculturalism in organisations. 
This final objective aims to offer a pragmatic, useful methodology with real value for the business 

world. Based on the literature review and on the results of the inquiry and the complementary interviews, 
a ‘guideline and mental steps’ will be introduced to be utilised by SMEs and other organisations operating 
and preparing to face multicultural environment, to mitigate the cross-cultural impacts, and to increase 
the corporate wellbeing and performance.  

1.4 Structure of the dissertation 
In order to fulfil the objectives, the dissertation is organised in 7 chapters and 6 annexes.  
Chapter 1 includes the framing of the topic, motivation of the researcher, the objectives of the 

research and the structure of dissertation.  
Chapter 2 encompasses the literature review concerning culture, cultural models, cross-culture 

impacts and international entrepreneurship.  
Chapter 3 points out the framework of the research including the main questions, the targets and 

research methodology. It also outlines the structure of the inquiry and interviews.  
Chapter 4 presents the main results of the research.  
Chapter 5 seeks to address the conclusion of the research and the methodology proposed.  
Chapter 6 focuses on the main conclusion, the limitation and the future work.  
Chapter 7 presents the Bibliography.  
Lastly, there are 8 Annexes presented in this document: 

o Annex A Table of literature review 
o Annex B is a source of mail list used as a target of the inquiry; 
o Annex C consist of table with the data pre-treatment; 
o Annex D presents the statistical treatment of all answers; 
o Annex E presents the summary of the complementary interviews (confidential);

                                                
1 situation in which a decision must be made with two or more options proposed, and each of them look similar as right or wrong 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction of the literature review 
he chapter 2 points out the substantive findings, theoretical contributions to the topic of culture 

in organisations. In this part, the scientific findings from a diversity of authors have been shown. This list 
has been obtained by using Scopus (database of peer-reviewed research literature) and Google scholar. 
Culture is defined by Kluckhohn and then several cultural models are explained to show the individual, 
organisational and national culture. Geert Hofstede, Fons Trompenaars, Charles Hampden-Turner are the 
well-known authors whose works have been greatly used, showing their immense importance for the 
study. While the part of cultural awareness highlights the lack of theory, in existing literature, about the 
concept of culture and the consequences of ignoring it.  Next, the organisation behaviour section indicates 
the diverse methodologies and tools used by the companies to tackle these cross-cultural issues (training, 
code of ethics/conducts)., Lastly, the research has attempted to assist organisations to recognise, respect, 
and conciliate the cross-cultural differences (CCD) based of Fons Trompenaars theory.  

2.2 Methodology used for the literature review 
The author used Scopus on the 10th of November 2016 to find scientific information about this 

topic. The researcher used keywords such as “Culture”, “Impact of culture”, “Internationalisation” and 
“Culture management”. The researcher came up with 37 results and has selected 4 of them according to 
the relevance of this theme. Besides, other official published papers and books have also been embedded 
in this research. Those articles were organised, summarised and analysed in the table of literature review 
from 2016.  

The second search on Scopus was done on 7th of March 2017, to specifically obtain articles for 
cross-cultural impact. Some keywords such as cross culture, management, foreign employees. The 
researcher found out 35 documents. 

The Literature review permeated not only to get a better understanding of the topic but also to 
contrast theoretical approaches and methodologies.  

2.3 Culture concepts  
Definition of culture differs depending on the focus of interest and the analysis to be done 

(Rugman & Collinson 2012).  Many authors such as Tyler (1870), T. Schwartz, Geert Hofstede, 
Matsumoto, Spencer-Oatey, Schein and others define culture from different perspectives. Kluckhohn was 
a significant author that made an excellent contribution to the development of culture at a very early stage. 
From a social point of view, Kroeber and Kluckhohn found a definitional fecundity of culture by the early 
1950s. They delineate culture as follow. “Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for 
behaviour acquired and transmitted by symbols2, constituting the distinctive achievements of human 
groups, including their embodiment in artifacts.3 The essential core of culture consists of traditional ideas 
and especially their attached values. Culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of 

                                                
2 Symbols are concepts or physical manifestations that communicate meaning in societies (Religious symbols, clothing, 
etc.). 
3 Artifact, according Hall 1990:11) is everything that one observes or feels, from the physical layout, the dress code, the 
manner in which people address each other, the smell and feel of the place, its emotional intensity, and other phenomena, 
to the more permanent archival manifestations such as company records, products, statements of philosophy, and annual 
reports 
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action, on the other, as conditional elements of future action” (Kroeber & Kluckhohn 1952 cited in 
Spencer-Oatey 2012). In the theory of Florence Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtbeck (1961), they both came 
up with a theory that matches basic values with a culture that showcase that there is a limited number of 
common human issues and a range of possible solutions to overcome it at a given moment (Hill 2002).  

Another major author of culture, in 1992 Schwartz was the first to develop the theory of value. 
The author wrote that values are utilised to define culture groups, societies, and individuals to see the 
change over time, based on the behaviour and attitudes (Schwartz 2012). 

2.4 Cultural models overview 
There are multiple cultural models of national culture that are utilised in the organisational 

research literature. The 4 models widely cited include models proposed by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, 
Hall, Schwartz, and House.  

The cultural anthropologist Florence Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtbeck (1961) created one of the 
earliest models of culture that have later been used by other theoreticians. “On value orientations, arguing 
that there are a limited number of problems that are common to all human groups and for which there 
are a limited number of solutions”. The model is based on 5 dimensions and each of them is represented 
on a three-point continuum (Nardon & Steers, 2009). 

Edward t. Hall (1981, 1990), an American cultural anthropologist has created a cultural model 
based on ethnographic research in society such as France, Germany, the USA and Japan. His main 
research concentration was primarily on how cultures vary in interpersonal communication including time 
and space. The model has 3 main dimensions and 2 scale anchors (Nardon & Steers, 2009). 

Shalom Schwartz (1992, 1994) and his associates defended that the main distinction between 
societal values is the motivational goals that they express. In his model, he identified then universal human 
values reflecting on needs, social motives and social institutional demands (Nardon & Steers, 2009). 

Robert House studied the influence of cultural differences on leadership processes. The model 
has been called “Globe” that stands for global Leadership and Organisational Behaviour Effectiveness. 
The research encompasses nine cultural dimensions (Nardon & Steers, 2009). 

In the following part, the cultural concepts will be split up into 3 subparts that are the individual, 
organisational and national culture.  

2.5 Individual, organisational and national culture 
Figure 1 gathers the main difficulties that arise when dealing with culture. There is first the 

original culture, then the culture of the organisation and the culture of the country (national) on top of it. 
Also, the 7 colourful circles at the bottom of the figure shows the culture of the people with Intra-company 
and intercompany (Oliveira, 2010). 

 
Fig. 1. Cultural levels (Source: Oliveira, 2010: page 1) 
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2.5.1 Individual culture  
The individual culture puts forward the 3 distinctive subparts Firstly are the assumptions that 

people have in their daily lives that leads towards the perception, feeling and thinking.  Secondly are the 
the values that embody the national culture and thirdly are the artifacts that are visible (Spencer-Oatey 
2012): 

o  “Human nature” is what all human beings have in common. It is inherited with one’s genes. 
This represents what the human beings feel, fear, enjoy, hate, observe and other elements share 
with part of the animal world. This is modified by culture (Hofstede 1994 cited in Spence-
Oatey, 2012). 

o “Culture” is learnt and not transmitted by inheritance. It is obtained by a social group and not 
by genes (Hofstede 1994 cited in Spence-Oatey, 2012). 

o “Personality” is unique and not shared with anyone else. It is inherited with the unique set of 
genes of the individual and partly learnt by the influence of collective programming (Hofstede 
1994 cited in Spence-Oatey, 2012). 

 
Fig. 2. Three levels of uniqueness in human mental programming (Source: Hofstede 1994 cited in Spence-Oatey 

2012:Page 6) 

2.5.2 Organisational culture 
 Corporate or also called organisational culture is a term that represents how members of an 

organisation behave and improve the sense of community and shared identity (Rugman & Collinson, 
2009). It involves several factors such as the geographic location of a company, the history of the 
company, the industry, the personalities of the employees and the way they interact inside an organisation 
(Dartey-Baah, 2011). In other words, from a formal definition, it is "a cognitive framework consisting of 
attitudes, values, behavioural norms, and expectations" (Dartey-Baah, 2011). Perhaps the most 
commonly known definition is “the way we do things around here” (Chili Sun, 2008). It is fundamental 
to understand properly what organisational culture is because it plays a significant role in determining the 
leadership style within a company as well as the working climate, the organisation behaviour and the 
strategy formulation (Saffold 1988 cited in Brentani & Kleinschmidt, 2004). Strong corporate culture has 
the main objective to improve corporate performance (Brentani &. Kleinschmidt, 2004). Also, 
organisational culture can be a tool of management control. Managers could use selected rites, stories, 
symbols and common values to control and direct employees’ behaviour (Chili Sun, 2008). 

 
Fig. 3. The level of culture in an organisation (source: Schein 2004: page 24) 
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Edgar Henry Schein born in 1928 is a renowned professor at the MIT Sloan School of 
Management who has studied extensively in the field of organisation management. Organisations do not 
adopt a culture in a single day, instead, it is formed in due course of time as the employees go through 
various changes, adapt to the external environment and solve problems. They gain from their past 
experiences and start practicing it every day, thus forming the culture of the workplace. The new 
employees, also they start, strive hard to adjust to the new culture and enjoy a stress-free life. Schein 
believed that there are three levels in an organisation culture. “Artifacts” are at the surface of the company. 
They are visible such as logos, structure, clothing and so forth. Also “Espoused Values” concern 
standards, values and rules of conduct. “The basic underlying assumptions” are deeply embedded in the 
organisational culture and are experienced as self-evident and unconscious behaviour. 

2.5.3 National culture  

2.5.3.1 Overview of the concept 
The national culture outlines the value distinctions between a group of individuals in nations 

and/or regions. It refers to the general attitude, belief systems, values and traditions, particular to a nation 
(Kwasi & Dartey-Baah, 2011). Hofstede defines national culture and drives the process of collective 
programming of the mind inside a given community (McSweeney, 2002). It requires a full understanding 
of assumptions and values in depth which is in a sense the reason why choosing certain behaviours are 
more suitable than others (Ghemawat & Reiche 2011). Likewise, national culture is highly used to make 
decisions, particularly when having a connection with national authorities (Ghemawat, & Reiche 2011). 

2.5.3.2 The Geert Hofstede’s national dimension model  
The professor Geert Hofstede, the Dutch social psychologist who conducted a paramount survey 

about national culture introduced the 4-dimension concepts. The data he used, came from IBM employees 
and was an empirical research conducted in more than 50 countries from 1967 to 1973 (Hofstede 2011). 
Pankaj Ghemawat and Sebastian Reiche both judged that the initial 4 dimensions from Hofstede are 
insufficient to spot the complexity of the national culture (Ghemawat & Reiche, 2011). Another person, 
the professor Brendan McSweeney criticised the findings of Geert Hofstede saying that the author based 
his research on “flawed” assumptions and describes the national culture as misleading and invalid 
(McSweeney 2002). 

In the new official web page of Geert Hofstede, the 4 dimensions have been expanded to 6 
dimensions which are now “power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long-term 
orientation, indulgence). 

In the site of the Geert Hofstede Center (source: www.gerert.hofstede.com), it is possible to 
obtain the data (marks from 0 to 100) for the 6 dimensions of his cultural model, in the 4 countries: France, 
UK, PT and IR.  

 
Fig. 4. Hofstede’ 6 dimension Cultural dimensions for FR, UK, PT and IR  

In Fig.4, those values for each of the 6 dimensions, are represented. It is curious to note that: 
o None of those 4 national cultures, based on these model, are similar, even UK and IR; 
o In 4 of the 6 dimensions, it can be considered that PT and FR have similar marks;  
o In none of the 6 dimensions, PT and UK are similar; 
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o Only in one (time orientation) of the 6 dimensions, PT and IR are similar; 
o FR and UK can be considered to have similar marks in 3 dimensions; 
o FR and IR can be considered to have a similar mark, only in the individualism vs collectivism 

dimension. 
 

       Dimension 1.    Power Distance Index (measures the degree of disparity that exists between members of the 
society) 

                                     Low Power Distance    vs    High Power Distance  
The low power is strived to be distributed equally 
between members and ask for justification for inequality 
of power in a society. Less powerful members of a 
society accept inequality and consider it common. 

The high power is unequally distributed among the 
members of a society. The members accept the 
hierarchical order and do not ask for justification in case 
of inequality distribution. 

    Dimension 2.                           Individualism    vs     Collectivism 
The individualism refers to the word “I” in a society. 
Ties between the member are loose. The individuals look 
after themselves and their relatives 

On the other way around, collectivism refers to the word 
“We” in a society. Ties between members of a society 
are close. The individuals belonging to an in-group can 
look after each other as much as with their relatives. 

    Dimension 3.  This dimension measures the degree of social dissimilarity between genders:     
                                                           Masculinity   vs     Femininity 
The masculinity means that the society is competitive 
and seeks for achievement, self-confidence and reward 
for success. Manager is more assertive and decisive. 

On the contrary, the femininity seeks for a society that is 
more cooperative and seeks for a better quality of life, 
modesty. Managers use intuition and strive for 
consensus.  

    Dimension 4.      Uncertainty Avoidance   Index (This dimension expresses the degree to which the members of 
a society made uneasy when facing uncomfortable situations with uncertainty and 
unclearness. The main question of this dimension is “should we try to control the future or 
just let it happen?”) 

                              Low Uncertainty Avoidance    vs     High Uncertainty Avoidance  
The long-term orientation refers to the word 
“Pragmatic”. The people have a strong ability to easily 
adapt their traditions to eventually changed conditions, 
they have a strong tendency to save and invest and 
keeping at achieving a result. 

the short-term orientation shows the word “Normative”. 
They are more conservative about traditions and norms 
and low ability to adapt to change. 

    Dimension 5.   Time Orientation (This dimension measures the degree to which people get acquainted with 
planning and investing for the future. Societies must stay connected with their own past while 
dealing with the challenges of the present and the future. Societies prioritise these two 
existential goals differently)       

                                      Long-Term Orientation vs     Short Term Normative Orientation. 
The long-term orientation refers to the word 
“Pragmatic”. The people have a strong ability to easily 
adapt their traditions to eventually changed conditions, 
they have a strong tendency to save and invest and 
keeping at achieving a result. 

the short-term orientation shows the word “Normative”. 
They are more conservative about traditions and norms 
and low ability to adapt to change. 

    Dimension 6.                                 Indulgence    vs     Restraint 
Indulgence stands for a society that permeates free 
rewarding of basic and natural human drives related to 
life enjoyment. 
High indulgence means that personal pleasure and 
fulfilment is very important. 

Restraint stands for a society that suppresses rewarding 
of needs and monitors it by means of strict social norms. 
Restraint refers more to someone that ha fewer 
acceptance towards personal pleasure 

Table 1. Geert Hofstede 6 Dimensions cultural model. 

2.5.3.3 Fons Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s cultural model  
Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner are also two very important theoreticians that 

show a general guide when dealing with people from diverse cultures. They have come up with a model 
of national culture differences and dilemmas with 7 values dimensions each of them based on 2 opposite 
poles. It is a framework for cross-cultural communication applied to general business and management. 
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Five of the orientations aim at understanding how human beings deal with each other, the other 2 with 
time and environment.  

The research engaged 45,000 managers from over 50 countries (Trompenaars & Hampden-
Turner’s 2000). It demonstrates the cultural extremes and misunderstandings that can arise when doing 
business abroad (Rugman & Collinson 2009). They discovered that foreign culture is the “mirror image” 
of one’s other values (Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars 2000). It gives a certain level of sensitivity of the 
managers and the way they perceive culture in their organisations. The following figure gives a view of 
the 7 dimensions.  

Each of these seven dimensions can be polarised with the others, in which case we get 
spectacular, amusing, and sometimes tragic contrasts. Alternatively, all seven dimensions can be 
integrated and synergised to achieve transcultural competence (Trompenaars, 2010). 
 

     Dimension 1.                            Universalism    vs     Particularism 

Cultures with a high degree of universalism believe that 
their ideas and practices can be applied everywhere 
without adaptations. Universalism emphasises on rules 
that apply to a universe of people  

Particularist cultures value relationships over rules and 
therefore the circumstances determine the most 
appropriate behaviour.  
Particularism stresses on exceptions and cases. 

    Dimension 2.                           Individualism    vs     Collectivism 
Individualist cultures decisions are expected to be taken 
on the spot and a profound sense of personal 
responsibility 

Collectivist cultures, decisions are always taken with 
participation of other members and the responsibility is 
shared by the whole group 

    Dimension 3.                                      Specific    vs     Diffuse 
Specific cultures have a very clear separation between 
work and personal life 

In diffuse cultures, people are considered to be more 
“aimless”. personal and business matters are interlinked. 

    Dimension 4.                                      Neutral    vs     Emotional 
In Neutral cultures, the personal feelings and thoughts 
are not revealed, they tend to be more cold and rational, 
their behaviour is perceived to be more monotonous 

In Emotional cultures, individuals with a greater 
emotional express their thoughts and feeling more 
openly verbally and non-verbally. 

    Dimension 5.                             Achievement    vs     Ascription 
In an achievement-based culture, the status of a person is 
attributed according to his/her knowledge and the results 
he/she achieves. 

On ascription-based cultures, the status is acquired based 
on age, a network of contacts, previous positions, etc. 

    Dimension 6.                             Synchronous    vs     Sequential 
In synchronous cultures, multiple activities are carried 
out simultaneously and the commitments and schedules 
are approximate, always subject to last minute change 

In sequential cultures, people tend to do one thing at a 
time, being highly valued characteristics like punctuality 
and assiduity. Meetings are scheduled in advance and 
precisely.  

    Dimension 7.                                     Internal    vs     External 
An inner-directed person believes that has control over 
all the aspects of his life. 

An externally-directed person who believes not having 
control over their destiny and frequently adapts to 
external circumstances. 

Table 2. Fons Trompenaars 7 Dimensions cultural model. 
The relevancies of Cultural dimensions can be highlighted, with some examples presented in the 

literature review: 
o Cultures, which are high in power distance, masculine, individualistic, and strong in uncertainty 

avoidance, become challenging environments for change management efforts (Rarick, 2007); 
o When employees from both collectivist and individualistic cultures work together, they are 

systematic misunderstandings and frustrations that can arise due to different logical reasoning 
and preferences. (Adler et al. 1986, cited in Chen & Tjosvold, 2004); 

o In cultures with a strong specific orientation and a diffuse nature, the change management 
approach may achieve extraordinary results (Rarick, 2007); 
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o The effectiveness of a managerial change is highly influenced by this cultural dimension. 
Organisational development has a value orientation towards recognition, achievement and 
rewards (Rarick, 2007).  

2.6 Organisation awareness about Cross-cultural differences  
Change agents, now operating more than ever across national boundaries, must study and 

incorporate national culture into their change management strategies (Rarick, 2007). Ignorance, contempt 
and lack of receptivity to cross-cultural issues is only changed when the impacts, particularly the negative 
ones, are felt. These impacts can range from a simple "bad internal mood", to the organisation's bad 
reputation, including the larger or smaller financial losses. This is used for a variety of situations, ranging 
from the need to perform a simple task, to signing a very complex contract. As Hall (1990) points out, 
unlike common sense, the most difficult barrier to overcome and that most conditions the success of 
negotiations is the barrier created by cultural differences. The cultural sensitivity represents the level of 
awareness of cultural divergences and similarities between people and that there is not a single culture 
better than another (Spencer-Oatey, 2012). Great transitional firms develop to some extent awareness and 
appreciation of CCD among their organisation members. Also, they take steps to foster and fit adaptation 
of personal behaviour or organisational practices (Rugman & Collinson, 2009). 

2.7 Cross-cultural competence 
Cross-cultural psychologists claim that foreign cultural environment affects negatively an 

individual’s psychological mechanism in terms of behaviour, cognition and professional performance. 
They are unable to perceive and interpret the alien cultural environment neither predict the people’s 
behaviour within diverse cultural background (Muzychenko, 2008).  

Developing an effective relationship between managers and employees is difficult, especially 
when they have different cultures (Chen & Tjosvold, 2004). Cross-culture researchers have recently 
argued for the need to develop frameworks that can help diverse people overcome obstacles and work 
together effectively (Bond 2003; Smith 2003 cited in Chen & Tjosvold, 2004). In highlighting the human 
resource implications of cultural differences, researchers have argued that the most common cross-culture 
management challenge is to facilitate how culturally diverse people work together (Adler, et al 1983 cited 
in Chen & Tjosvold 2004). Internationalisation of project management can be fruitful throughout a very 
effective leadership, bilateral respect and cross-cultural contact (Anbari, 2009). Effective operations in 
the globalised economy require that entrepreneurs develop new skills and competencies (Muzychenko, 
2008). Nevertheless, managerial modifications regarding culture change are complex and difficult; it 
demands time and effort (Brentani & Kleinschmidt, 2004). Competence of individuals in companies to 
fully fathom cultural differences and make suitable behavioural adjustments is deemed to be the key 
success in internal operations (Johnson et al 2006 cited in Muzychenko, 2008). To work properly towards 
cultural competence, it is essential to look for a deeper understanding of ourselves and the culture of the 
other people.  

The leaders who reconcile value dilemmas are more successful than leaders who do not 
(Trompenaars, 2010). In the model of Trompenaars about transcultural competences, he says that people 
need to “Recognize” which means to some extent increase awareness and help people. To “recognize” 
that cultures are legitimately different, to “Respect” so as to appreciate cultural differences and to bring 
up that there are no right or wrong ones. To “Reconcile”, it aims at resolving cultural differences and 
integrating the opposite, and ultimately, “Realize and Root” that significant implementing reconciling 
actions. “Inclusion is about what you share and, diversity is what you do not share” the difference of those 
is made by leadership (Trompenaars, 2009). 
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Fig. 5 Cultural competences (Source: Trompenaars, 2009: page10) 

2.8 Organisational behaviour 
Organisational behaviour is a broad area of management that studies the way people act in 

organisations. In other words, it is an interdisciplinary field that draws on the ideas and research of many 
disciplines that are concerned with human behaviour and interaction (McGinnis, 2012). The most 
successful organisations make the best use of their employees’ talents and energies (Heil & Stephens 
2000; Huselid, 1995). It is important to understand that employees are less likely to naturally develop a 
commitment or attachment to their workplaces (Salgado & de Souza, 2005). Leaders are the ones that can 
potentially reduce bias through skilful collective communication and problem solving (McGinnis, 2012). 
Additionally, organisations use different resources and processes to guide behaviour and change. Most 
importantly, organisational culture is playing an indirect role in influencing behaviour by using reasonable 
managerial tools, such as strategic direction, goals, tasks, technology, structure, communication, decision-
making, cooperation and interpersonal relationships, and so forth, which are all designed to do things 
(Chilli Sun, 2008). The change from ‘management controls’ to ‘control of values, attitudes and norms’ 
has made organisational culture an important tool of organisational control (Salgado & de Souza, 2005). 
The more rules and cultural codes are explicitly contextualised, the higher the chances of mutual 
understanding (Salgado & de Souza, 2005).  By definition, acculturation means inculcating values and 
norms of one culture to another culture. To avoid typical communication mismatches in intercultural 
interaction, Hall (1990) includes teaching, training, and organisational settings to be important for the 
newcomers to fit in (Salgado & de Souza, 2005). To facilitate the acculturation of the new foreign 
employees, some companies experience suitable strategies. For instance, companies organise excursion 
with all employees, events such as drama and music. It allows developing a strong trust-based 
relationship. Training programs are used to including several activities at the induction step and 
encouraging cross-border discussion and interaction. Social events are also organised along with regular 
meetings and conferences. Another very important tool is the code of ethics which aims at specifying 
rules of conduct to which members must adhere to remain in good standing within a professional 
organisation. It sets forth the values, principles, and standards to guide social workers’ behaviour. Also, 
code of conduct that is used to avoid discrimination and harassment at work with equal employment 
opportunities (sex, gender, nationality, etc.). These tools and methods aim at improving cross-cultural 
awareness along with promoting shared value and symbols (Rugman & Collinson 2009). Effective 
communication and psychological adaptation are major general outcomes of applying cultural 
competences (Muzychenko, 2008). 

2.9 Definition of Small and Medium Enterprises  
The European Union established, in the “EU recommendation 2003/361”, the criteria4 to classify 

an enterprise as SME – Small and Medium enterprises. These criteria (table 3) have 2 main factors: the 
“Staff headcount” and “Turnover or balance sheet total”  

                                                
4 source: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition_en 
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The relevance of the SMEs in the European economy, employment and business is very high as 
showed further in section 3.5.1. 

 
Company Category Staff headcount Turnover       or      Balance sheet total 

Medium-sized < 250 ≤ € 50 M ≤ € 43 M 

Small < 50 ≤ € 10 M ≤ € 10 M 

micro <10 ≤ € 2 M ≤ € 2 M 

Table 3. Characteristic of SME according the “EU recommendation 2003/361” (source: www.ec.europe.eu) 

2.10 Conclusion of the literature review 
In order to achieve a successful culture, managers must understand their organisational culture 

and learn about the subject. In fact, culture can be used as a competitive advantage during organisational 
development. A strong organisational culture offers countless advantages, such as great cooperation, 
control, communication or commitment of the members. 

According to the literature review, the current society is a globalised one, where culture performs 
a relevant role in business and human relations. There are several insights in this theme (from a personal 
to a national perspective), but all of them point out its influence on the personal behaviour of each one, 
and in its interactions with others, independently from the environment   

Also, according to the literature review, there are several cultural models, all of them are based 
on dimensions that are ruled by values and behaviours. One of the most interesting for business 
environment is the 7 Dimensions Trompenaars Hampden-Turner’ cultural model. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology of the analysis  

3.1 Introduction of the methodology of the analysis 
As a result of the literature review, the research methodology will first showcase the gap in the 

topic related to international culture, and point the research question. Afterwards, from the literature 
review and the design science approach, the research question will be split up into 4 sub-questions. From 
these research questions, the hypothesis will be proposed and associated with the questions from the 
questionnaire and in-depth interviews, done in quantitative and qualitative methodology respectively. 
Ultimately, the target and the respondent sample will be characterised. To fulfil the objectives, diverse 
organisations were taken for analysis such as big companies, SMEs and, the academic environment from 
France, the United Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland. The aim is to understand their level of consciousness, 
impact and the way they mitigate those cross-cultural issues within their organisations. Also, the cultural 
profiles, based on the Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner's cultural model, will be put in 
action to see the majority differences between countries. A questionnaire will be established and sent to 
companies as well as in-depth interviews allowing to have further insights about their feelings towards 
the topic of culture in business. 

3.2 Research methodology and questions 

3.2.1 Research methodology  
To approach this research, Design Science was applied (fig. 6) “Design science addresses 

research through the building and evaluation of artifacts designed to meet the identified business need” 
(Hevner et al.  2004). It gives an overview of what has been previously written and synthesises bringing 
forward the key points. In the scope of this model, a framework for the international culture adoption in 
SMEs was proposed. 

 
Fig. 6. Information Systems Research Framework used (Adapted from Hevner et al. 2004: 80) 

In Europe, the small and medium-sized enterprises and entrepreneurs are the driving force of the 
economy. They both operate in a complex environment affected by institutions and national culture 
(Muzychenko, 2008). The environment is vital to be considered for people that have a high mobility which 
is the result of an abnormal multicultural labour within companies. Companies are influenced 
multiculturally inside and outside with internal and external stakeholders, government, and local 
authorities and so on. Besides this, there is a managerial challenge for companies, particularly for SMEs 
as they are doing both in the domestic and the foreign operations. Multiple models and knowledge have 
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been developed on these issues. Resulting from the literature review, Geert Hofstede said that culture 
should be analysed at various levels, as individuals have their own personality (that is Inherited and 
learned), the groups have their own culture (that is learned) and the universe has its inherited “human 
nature”. Additionally, he proposed an onion model that explains culture and where values are inner in the 
centre and the outsider layers is the interface between different actors. Also, another anthropologist 
“Kluckhohn” said that culture consists of a pattern of reaction and behaviours and that culture systems 
should be considered as the product of action and as conditional elements of future actions. Oliveira 
(2011) proposed that in organisations there are several interfaces where culture plays a key role. In an 
organisation, the organisational culture interacts and is influenced by the group culture, by the individual 
values and personality and the national cultures according to countries or group where peoples have grown 
up. This complex and continuous interaction of values and cultures is a fundamental topic in the current 
changing world with open boundaries that have been revolutionising business relationships. 
 Regarding organisational behaviour, it is possible to distinguish the cultural profiles using one of 
the models of Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner's and to see the way leaders, and 
specifically in the case of SMEs, manage (the perception of other organisation members) culture by 
reconciling dilemma using opposed value. It allowed leaders to become aware of dilemmas faced in their 
day-to-day lives mainly in cross-cultural environments. Also, it is an ingredient of strategy to attain more 
effective management. By reconciliation contradictory values, it is seemingly the key competence 
behaviour for the leaders to work effectively (Trompenaars, 2001). 

In this context, the following research question emerged: “How does owner(s) or manager(s) of 
SMEs in France, the United Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland understand and prepare their organisations 
to mitigate the cultural impact in the process of internationalisation.” The research is based on a non-
experimental research method, transversal and, exploratory methodology. 

o Non-experimental will rely on the interpretations of culture within organisations and interaction 
with them; 

o A quantitative and qualitative methods will be used to observe and interpret the results;  
o Transversal will be used as the researcher intends to compare organisations from France, the 

United Kingdom, Portugal and Ireland in the second quarter of 2017; 
o Exploratory based on structured inquiry will be distributed through emails and supplemented 

with complementary interviews.  

3.2.2 Research question 
As a result of the research question being mentioned above, four research sub-questions were 

sundered and compiled below. They were then used to formulate the hypotheses for the investigation.  
o Research question 1. How aware are leaders of SMEs and other members of organisations about 

cultural differences in business?  
o Research question 2.  How do the leaders of SMEs recognise (Other members of organisations 

perceive) the impacts of culture on business? (Trompenaars, 2010) 
o Research question 3. How do the leaders of SMEs reconcile, prepare and adapt cultural 

divergences (Other members of organisations perceive) using their organisational behaviour 
(such as events, training, code of ethics/conducts, etc.)? (Chilli Sun, 2008) 

o Research question 4. What are the cultural profiles of respondents using the theory of the seven-
dimension model of Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner? (Trompenaars, 2009) 

3.2.3. Hypothesis 
Based on the research questions, four hypotheses emerged according to the literature review and 

personal assumptions.  
o Hypothesis 1 (H1). Leaders of SMEs and other members of organisations are mostly unaware 

of the topic of multicultural differences in business. 
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o Hypothesis 2 (H2). Leaders of SMEs and other members of organisations feel and recognise 
cultural impacts differently (Trompenaars, 2010) 

o Hypothesis 3 (H3). Leaders from SMEs and from other organisations do not appropriately 
reconcile, prepare, and adopt cultural divergences. 

o Hypothesis 4 (H4). The cultural profiles of the leaders and the other members differ in different 
countries (Trompenaars, 2009). 

 
All the proposed hypotheses mentioned above resulted in the creation of a diagram presented in 

Fig. 7. On the top right-hand corner, the students, researchers, and teachers were considered to see their 
abilities to understand and recognise cultural impacts on the business world and analysing their cultural 
profiles. On the left-hand side, the rectangle represents the foreign people that influence organisations and 
are presented such as stakeholders, foreign workers, governmental authorities, local authorities, and 
shareholders. In the centre, SMEs are represented within the 4 different countries. Then, their awareness 
(H1) about culture in their business, and whether they recognise (H2) the impacts due to 
internationalisation. Afterwards, the cultural profiles (H4) are presented to understand better about their 
organisational behaviours. At the bottom, the control of the organisational behaviour (H3) is presented, 
with the purpose of understanding the tools and methods that the leaders use in real business life. This 
pragmatic diagram leads, as seen in the square on the right, to increase business performance.  

 
Fig. 7. Diagram of the inquiries bringing up hypothesis 

3.3 Online survey 
A quantitative methodology was first considered to gather a large number of raw data. The main 

objective was to evaluate the awareness and competence of the respondents to mitigate cultural impacts 
in their organisations. 

It was measured especially in the case of SMEs in FR, The UK, PT, and IR. An online survey 
was conducted and delivered through an online platform (“Google Drive”). Afterwards, a statistical 
analysis was conducted, based on Excel, to treat the data. The online survey was self-administered, 
meaning that the respondents read themselves the survey questions and recorded their own answers 
without the presence of a trained interviewer. The questionnaire was constructed consisting of simple 
questions and detailed instructions were provisioned explaining more technical concepts such as culture 
and the model of Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner's. The questions composed close-ended, multiple 
choice, and interval scaled questions. Importantly, the questions required total anonymity and spontaneity. 
The central comfort position was clearly avoided to enable a tendency of respondents. Questionnaire 
originally written in English was translated into French and Portuguese languages. The translation and 
back-translation were undertaken by a fluent researcher and supervisor, sufficiently educated in these 
three languages as recommended by Bracken and Barona (1991). 
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Before sending the online questionnaire, the researcher conducted a ‘pilot study’ for testing it in 
order to assure the consistency of it. Feedback and reviews were taken into great consideration to make 
the questionnaire more understandable and friendly to the respondents  

3.3.1. Description of the inquiry  

 
Fig. 8. Flowchart of the inquiry. 

The flowchart (Fig. 8) points out the 7 sections of the inquiry, that grouped the 64 questions.  
About you ...: It endeavours to gather respondents’ information such as the gender, the age, the 

nationality, experience abroad, the academic degree and main knowledge. 
About organisation…: it represents the collection of data about the organisation, such as the 

position of the respondents in organisations, the main activity, the organisation location, organisation's 
operations, the age, international experience, the number of foreign and local employees.  

Culture: It encompasses the awareness, the impact and adaption of the respondents towards 
culture in their organisations and lives. It aimed to evaluate the degree of consciousness, knowledge and 
experience towards the topic and to evaluate the impact of culture and the way they perceive the 
consequences of not considering it.  

Cultural Profile: The respondents face some mutual exclusive dilemmas, based on the 7 
dimensions’ cultural model of Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner. It was used to closely understand the 
manner conflicts are resolved, the misunderstandings that arise and the managerial issues regarding the 
integration of the employees. Indeed, the respondents chose according to their general preferences and 
the choices that are interconnected with their restricted to work-related behaviours and situations 
(Rugman & Collinson 2009).  

Time orientation: The respondents face some dilemmas that confront past, present and future, 
not only in relevance, but also in the interlinking of them. 

Ethical dilemmas: The respondents face some dilemmas based on the ethical blindness concept, 
developed by Palazzo et al (2012)  

Finishing: It shows whether the respondents have changed their minds about the topic and where 
the origins of cultural conflicts come from in organisations. 

In the questions based on dilemmas (cultural profile, time orientation, and ethics), the respondent 
must choose one of the 4 options within each dimension defined by the two conflicting values: 

1 - I fully agree with the statement on the left side 
2 - I agree with the statement on the left side 
3 - I agree with the statement on the right side 
4 - I fully agree with the statement on the right side  

3.3.2. Description of the new dimension “Ethical dilemmas” 
Although any of the several and most relevant cultural models refer to a dimension based on 

ethical dilemmas, it is recognised by the most recent business, financial, economic, and political scandals 
that Ethics is the main issue in business. Particularly for leaders that take many decisions daily, that could 
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put their businesses at stake, not only financially, but also in terms of bad reputation. This is especially 
relevant in multicultural environments, as “ethics” is related to “take the others into account”. 

According to Rodrigues & Aroso (2014), Managers should never forget that any “Deed” 
including action, omission, and intention, is analysed and judged through 3 lenses (Fig. 9): 

o Law is compulsory because everyone (people or organisations) must comply with the law; 
o Moral is optional to be adopted, which results in non-acceptance that can be a societal rejection, 

and normally is not by an all, but only by some groups, once the society is not homogenous; 
o Ethic justifies the deed, according to values and principles that condition or justified the 

behaviour. 

 

Fig. 9.  Deed Analysis (source: adapted from (Rodrigues Aroso 2015:page 4) 

Palazzo et al (2012) referred to a phenomenon that occurs during the decision-making process, 
that they call “Ethical blindness”, that is a temporary and unconscious loss of ability to see the ethical 
dimensions of a decision at stake. 

 

Fig. 10.  Ethical blindness, adapted from (Aroso 2017) 

Aroso (2017) points that ethical blindness (Fig.10) is very relevant to the decision-making 
process and particularly if it integrates multicultural values since the policies defined and the results 
obtained are conditioned by this. The above authors referred the main situations that lead to ethical 
blindness, namely: 

o “Routines”, it results from unconscious decisions based on “the way of doing”; 
o “Time pressure”, when the time to make decision is too short, and it is transformed into a “battle 

against the clock”; 
o “Peer pressure”, when there is a fear of the judgment by peer, and the decision is led by “what 

my peers would do in my place”; 
o “Institutions”, that are the norms, values, beliefs and practices that are taken for granted in the 

specific social context, and leads to similarities in the sea of change; 
o “Framing”, it is the result of mental simplification process that guides the understanding of the 

complex situations and makes social behaviours possible; 
o “Context”, it occurs when organisation tends to simplify and promote the homogeneity. 
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3.4 Target population and respondent sample 

3.4.1 Countries 
France and the United Kingdom are presented to be 2 of the major countries (demographically, 

socially, economically, and politically) in Europe and in Portugal and Ireland, the two small peripheral 
economies, that are experiencing crisis, however, they are strongly exposed to globalisation (Table 4).  

 France United Kingdom5 Ireland Portugal 
Population, (thousand) 2016  66 858.00 65 572.00 4 683.42 10 328.60 
GDP (Billion PPS), 2015 2 020 2 051 193 230 
GDP per capita PPP (current 
international $), 2016 $ 41 466.3 $ 42 608.9 $ 68 882.9 $ 30 624.2 

Table 4. Countries comparison taking the population and the GDP (Eurostat, World bank) 

The reality of the SMEs among FR, UK, PT, and the European Union, particularly in the 
relevance of: 

o The share of micro enterprises, in PT (over 92%) is the highest and in the UK the lowest (88%); 
o The share of employment, in PT, is huge for the micro (more than 41 %) and very low in big 

companies (around 19 %) and equal inside SME in the UK; 
o The average dimension of the SME is higher in UK (5.4) and smaller in PT (2.9) and in FR is in 

line with the EU; 
o The value added by the employee, in PT is lower than half of the value in the same category in 

all other countries and in the microenterprise is one-third of the other value. 

3.4.2 Target audience 
Everyone in the company plays a role in the outcome. This analysis shows how concern the 

different members of the organisations are and the manner they prepare their SMEs about the effect of 
globalisation on their companies.  

The leaders such as shareholders, entrepreneurs, and managers of the SMEs were the main targets 
to be involved in the online survey and in the complementary interviews. Also, technicians and staff as 
well as students and Teachers/researchers, were additionally deemed in the research to see the way they 
perceive the impacts of culture in their organisations.  The last group (students and Teachers/researchers) 
were included, because they can possibly be, in the near future, entrepreneurs or managers, and the others, 
because they interact or in the near future will interact, with the enterprises. It is pertinent to know the 
way they analyse the cultural issue. 

3.5. Complementary interviews  
The main purpose of it was to get detailed acumen from the interviewees focusing on their 

attitudes and perceptions towards cultural impact in their businesses. Interviews took place in PT, UK and 
FR either through skype or in person, they were recorded and analysed in a further stage. The interview 
method used was based on oriented questions, created on a previews guideline. It allowed to respond to 
3 subjects that can help to validate the main conclusion of the inquiry, according to the experience of 
those companies: 

o To analyse the awareness, attitudes, and perceptions about culture impacts in general and in the 
businesses of respondents in different countries and from diverse types of organisations; 

o To give further details about the way they prepare the culture shock in their companies, chiefly 
with their employees; 

o The potential tools and methods used by the managers to overcome the cross-cultural differences.  
                                                
5 The United Kingdom (UK) consists of England, Wales, Scotland (which collectively make up Great Britain) and Northern 
Ireland (European Union, 2017) 
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3.6 Conclusion of the methodology of the analysis 
The methodology of the analysis was based on the Design Science Approach. Afterwards, the 

research questions emerged from the literature review reflecting on the hypotheses. It was designed as a 
survey based on 64 questions grouped in 7 blocks and was targeted to reach more than 20 thousand emails 
of shareholders, managers, technicians, staff and students, and teachers/researchers of France, United 
Kingdom, and Portugal.  The 7 blocks specifically aim: 

About you ...: to know the respondent; 
About organisation… to know the organisation of the respondent; 
Culture: to encompass the awareness, the impact and the respondents’ adoption of the culture in 

their organisations and lives; 
Cultural Profile: To draw the cultural profile of the respondents, based on mutual exclusive 

dilemmas according to the 7 dimensions’ cultural model of Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner;  
Time orientation: To complement the cultural profile based on time orientation; 
Ethical dilemmas: A new dimension that was added to have perception of the way respondents 

face ethical dilemmas, based on the ethical blindness concept, developed by Palazzo et all;  
Finishing: to evaluate the interest of the inquiry in culture and how they changed their minds 

about the topic and perception they have about the origins of cultural conflicts come from in organisations. 
The 207 validated answers obtained in the inquiry, were complemented with 7 interviews with 

managers and shareholder of SME’s to better understand and confirmed the main conclusions.
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Chapter 4. Results of the analysis  

4.1 Introduction of the results of the analysis 

In the first part of this chapter, the results from the online questionnaire are shown, characterising 
the sample and demonstrating the analysis of the data according to the research questions. On the second 
part, the complementary interviews are characterised and described showing to main results to back up 
with the quantitative analysis and get further insight of the respondents. 

4.2 Inquiry of the online survey  

4.2.1 Target of the online survey 

The questionnaires were sent from the 14th of June 2017 to the 5th of July 2017 to French, 
British, Portuguese and, Irish Universities and companies, mainly to SMEs (See Annex B). The online 
survey was sent through emails to approximately 24 000 people. The dynamic emails diffusion from 
University of Porto of the faculty of FEUP, FEP and, 2 French schools was used to send to students, 
researchers, technicians and, teachers. Also, 4 different business databases were used including the top 
1000 top SMEs (SME of Excellence) in Portugal, and SMEs in France, the United Kingdom, Portugal 
and, Ireland.  

4.2.2 Sample obtained 

In total, were obtained 210 answers in the “google drive”. After a first validation, there were 
eliminated 3 records that were misfiled (incoherent or blank responses). Due that, only 207 responses 
were validated for the data analysis. This was considered the total sample. 

First analysis (fig. 11 and 12) allowed to see a good distribution of respondents in gender, age, 
and nationality, and also a good distribution according to the type of organisations.  

 

  
Fig. 11. Respondents by gender and nationality 

(207 Responses) 
Fig. 12. Respondents by age and gender (207 

responses) 
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Fig. 13. Respondents by size of organisations and 
nationalities (207 responses) 

Fig. 14. Respondents by size of organisations and 
gender (207 responses) 

4.2.3 Treatment of data  

4.2.3.1 Pre-treatment of data  
After the first validation, the collected sample was subject to a deeper validation (reading all and 

each answer) and was made a pre-treatment (Annex C), with the aim, such as: 
o To find the false blank answer (i.e., blank answer that according to the previous answer, 

should have another obvious option for an answer). As an example, in question 12 
(“where are you operating?” the blank answer is replaced by “never”if, in question 10, 
the answer is “my organisation doesn’t have bench office”. If there is no logical and safe 
answer to replace the blank answer, this has been retained and treated as such; 

o Find incoherent answers, such as examples of some colleagues of the researcher that 
were recognised based on their email addresses; 

o Replace the answer “Other: Business owner” by “Entrepreneur/shareholder”, as job 
position; 

o Replace “Ireland” by “UK”, because of the reduced and insufficient number of Irish 
respondents;  

o The respondents that have chosen professional degree are all from the United Kingdom 
studying law. It is supposed that they are from a postgraduate category. Typically, a 
professional law degree is conferred as a Juris Doctor (J.D.) degree, while the Master of 
Laws (LL.M.) degree generally signifies academic research, writing or independent 
legal studies. 

4.3.2.2 Treatment of data  

As the analysis, to be carried out must be solid, and due to the reduced number of answers 
obtained compared to what was expected, it was necessary to make some grouping of data to obtain sub-
groups with at least 20 members.  

Regarding positions in the organisation, it was divided into 2 major groups: the owner(s) or 
manager(s) of the company, “the heads” and “the technicians and Staff” researchers’ business in the 
business environment and, “the researchers/ Teachers”, “students” and “technicians from education” that 
are within the academic environment 

The table 5 shows the elements of comparison that can be made. As the sample was lower than 
expected, the job positions were grouped in some categories. “Owner(s) or manager(s)” includes 
Shareholder/ Entrepreneur, Top manager and Operational manager. Also, technicians and staff together 
to form one group. When making the cross analysis referred by nationalities, the elsewhere subgroup will 
not be used because it is lower than 20 respondents. The ones that were used first were, the “owner(s) or 
manager(s)” from France, the UK and, Portugal, secondly the “staff and technicians” from Portugal, 
thirdly, the “students” from France and, Portugal, and ultimately, “researchers and teachers” from 
Portugal. All of those subgroups mentioned are important for this research. 

 
 

 Job position FR UK PT EW Total 
 Business environment 
Owner(s) or manager(s) 27 27 24 4 82 
Technicians + staff 11 5 18 8 42 
Researchers business  1 3 0 4 

Subtotal 1 38 33 45 12 128 
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  Academic environment 6 
Students 29 0 23 4 56 
Researchers and teachers 0 0 19 1 20 
Technicians education 0 0 3 0 3 

Subtotal 2 29 0 45 5 79 
  

Total 67 33 90 17 207 

Table 5. Positions of the respondents in organisations according to their countries of origin  

.  
 

Job Position Micro Small Medium SME Big 
companies 

Academic 
environment Total 

Owner(s) or manager(s) 20 18 21 59 23 0 82 
Technicians + staff 4 9 14 27 15 3 45 
Researchers from business 0 0 1 1 3 0 4 
Students 0 0 0 0 0 56 56 
Researchers and teachers 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 

Total 24 17 35 87 41 79 207 

Table 6. Organisation treatment divided into respective categories of respondents and organisations 

Although the definition presented before on chapter 3.5.3 about the factors that determine 
whether an enterprise is or not a SMEs according to the European Union, small simplification was made 
and the organisations were grouped by the size of the enterprise from 1 to 250 employees. It allowed 
simplifying the choice that the respondents gave when they were responding to the questionnaire. The 
turnover or balance sheet was confidential (or of restricted access), so the question related to it was not 
asked. 

Three major categories were compared which are the big companies that are over 250 employees, 
the SMEs from 1 to 250 employees, and the academic environment deeming mainly the universities. 

The Figure 15 gives a view of the owner(s) and manager(s) of SMEs divided respectively into 
the country. It points out the great balance in medium and small enterprises between the countries. A 
majority of British owner(s) or manager(s) from SMEs are from micro-enterprises and contrast for French 
owner(s) or manager(s) it is the lowest number in this raw.   

 

Fig. 15 Number of respondents that are owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs by number of employees and 
country (59 responses) 

4.3 Main results 

4.3.1 Characterisation of Sample 
 

                                                
6 The technicians as well as researchers and teachers from educational background were flocked together forming the academic 
environment 
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4.3.1.1 Characterisation of the respondents 
 

There is a balanced distribution of respondents based on gender, nationality, age and job position, 
with the exception of the respondents from UK, that contrary to the rest of the sample, present a minority 
female. Since the female and males are balanced in 5 categories of age except over 61, it demonstrates 
the consistency responses between gender. And gender will be set of comparison. In addition, it is worth 
taking the age to compare the potential differences between younger (18 to 25 y.o.)  respondents and the 
older ones (over 41 y.o). 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 16 … Area of study and Gender (207 responses) Fig. 17. … Field of the main activity and country (207 

responses) 
 
Related to the educational background, overwhelmingly the respondents are doing or have 

obtained a Master’s degree, from the area of business management in commercial and negotiation field, 
Management, and research mainly in Portugal.  

4.3.1.2 Characterisation of Organisation 

The organisations will be characterised by size, age, showing their internationalisation especially 
in the case of SMEs. 

 

  

Fig. 18. Age of organisations (206 responses - 1 blank 
response) 

Fig. 19. Age of organisations (SME: 86 responses, 1 
blank; Big Companies: 41 responses, Academic environment: 79 

responses) 

The organisations are matured (fig. 18 and 19), a high majority is from 11 to over 50 years of 
existence. The big companies and organisations from academic environment are majority aged over 26 
years, while in the SME, a little more than the half exist over 26 years, and a two third exist for more than 
11 years. This subgroup of SME between 11 and 50 years will be taken in special consideration. 
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Fig. 20. Percentage of total employees in 
organisations according to its type (SME: 87 

responses, 1 blank; Big Companies: 41 responses, 
Academic environment: 79 responses) 

Fig. 21. Percentage of Foreign employees in 
organisations according to its type (SME: 87 responses; 

Big Companies: 41 responses, Academic environment: 79 
responses) 

It clearly points out the domination in organisation from 251 to over 1000. The number of 
employees by gender are greatly balanced between all. Afterwards, there were 91% of respondents from 
academic environment that are from organisations of over 250 employees.  

4.3.1.3 Internationalisation - experiences    

The internationalisation experience, in a personal level, were asked on the base of interaction 
with multicultural people in diverts role, and the majority recognize that this interaction exist with 
employees, co-workers or costumers. The lowest is mainly the “local and governmental authorities”.  The 
internationalisation experience, in an organisational level, were evaluated, about the time (in years) that 
the organisations operates internationally and the percentage of foreign workers. The presence of foreign 
employees is significant in all types of companies, although in the SMEs, this presence is less important, 
and it reveals the internationalisation of the organisations’ activity. Indeed, the academic environment 
and big companies have major percentage of foreign members. Pointing the SMEs, 71% of them are 
already internationalised, because they have from 1 to 25% of foreign workers.  

In the obtained answers were similarity between the organisations that are internationalised and 
the non-internationalised. It demonstrates that certain respondents from these organisations did not 
realise that there are naturally in the process of internationalisation. The multicultural interaction with 
co-workers is deemed to have the highest percentage of all. Curiously, it turns out that approximately 
90% of the respondents from non-internationalised organisations are interacting with co-workers with 
diverse cultural background. In addition to it, a surprise fact too, is the interaction that is above 50% in 
all the raw presented 
 

Figures 22 to 249 Interaction with multicultural people in  

 
Fig. 22. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME (59 responses) 
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Fig. 23. … organisations non-internationalised (56 

responses 
Fig. 24. … SMEs internationalised 11 to 50 years 

(47 responses) 
Legend of Figures  

 
The following figures are highly important for the research, the internationalisation of the 

organisations. They stressed the high prevalence of internationalisation within organisations.  In terms of 
percentage, taking the number of organisations that are non-internationalised divided by the rest, 
interestingly, it was noticed than SMEs have the highest percentage, representing 80% internationalised, 
68% in academic environment and, 66% in big companies. The SMEs from 11 to 50 years of international 
experience are significant for the analysis as they present the high number balanced between the 3 
countries.  

Figures 25 to 28 Experience (in years) in internationalisation, by country, of … 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 25. … Experience of organisations (206 

responses, 1 blank) 
Fig. 26. … Experience of  SMEs (86 responses, 1 

blank) 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 27. … Experience of big companies (40 

responses, 1 blank) 
Fig. 28. … Experience of academic environment 

(78 responses, 1 blank) 
  

Legend of Figures  

4.3.2 Culture 

4.3.2.1 Awareness about culture 
The level of awareness of respondents was brought up to understand how they perceive the topic 

of culture in organisations as well as to determine their knowledgeability and skills to truly see their level 
of understanding.  

Regarding the main conclusion of the grade of cultural awareness in business, it was worthwhile 
noting that initially the respondents were overall “aware” and “highly aware” of the topic of culture in 
business. Additionally, it was noticed that people from the United Kingdom are all aware of the topic 
itself, accounting that a strong majority of respondents are from owners or manager(s) of companies. 
Taking into consideration the subgroup by the SMEs from 11 to 50 years of internationalisation and 
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organisations not internationalised, it indicates that regardless their internalisation experience, those 2 
categories are surprisingly both aware. Logically, it shows a difference, 74% of organisations not 
internationalised are aware and, 89% of SMEs aware about the topic. An analogous situation occurred, 
according to the age of the respondents. In fact, the younger ones are less aware but remains rather very 
aware of it. By gender, no significant difference was found except that males tend to affirm strongly their 
position that they are highly aware.  

Figures 29 to 32 Grade of cultural awareness in business  … 
 

  
 

Fig. 29. … by countries (206 responses, 1 blank) Fig. 30. … by job position (206 responses, 1 blank) 

  
Fig. 31. … compilation by several 

internationalisation experiences (owner(s) or manager(s) 
of Internationalised SME: 51 responses, SMEs internationalised: 
47 responses, Organisation non-internationalised 55 responses 1 

blank) 

Fig. 32. … compilation by generation and by 
gender (Female: 111 responses, 1 blank;, Male: 95 responses; 

over 41 y.o.: 82 responses; from 18 to 25 y.o.: 67 responses) 

  

 

  
Concerning the perception of awareness about culture differences by different actors, overall, the 

way respondents perceived the other members about their awareness is relatively high, also they 
considered themselves utterly “aware”. Taking a close look at it, it is seen that staff and technicians are 
perceived to be the lesser aware than the other members of organisations about the topic of culture. It 
reinforced the fact that the lower level of the hierarchy in companies are less aware than the higher one. 
The difference was stressed particularly in big companies and academic environments that considered 
those 2 categories of people even less aware representing almost half of them, “Unaware”. Nevertheless, 
it is perceived slightly differently by the British people who put the students, teachers and researchers at 
first 2 ranks. Portuguese people had a stronger opinion emphasising on the fact some members were 
strongly unaware. Organisation not internationalised are seen to have technicians, staff and including 
shareholders and entrepreneurs lesser aware, demonstrating in a way that entrepreneurs and shareholders 
are less preoccupied with the topic.  
 

Figures 33 to 40  Perception of awareness about culture differences by  … 

  
Fig. 33. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME 

internationalised (51 responses) 
Fig. 34. … students (56  responses) 
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Fig. 35. … researcher and teachers (24 responses) Fig. 36. … Academicals environment  (79 responses) 

  
Fig. 37. … Big Companies (41 responses) Fig. 38. … SMEs  (87  responses) 

  
Fig. 39. … … French SMEs (21 responses) Fig. 40. … … British SMEs (31 responses)  

Legend of Figures  
 

4.3.2.2 Apprenticeship, knowledge and skills on culture 
The apprenticeship should corroborate the high degree of awareness of the respondents, but in 

reality, a generic analysis, shows that the most important source is “life-experience” or “autodidact”. For 
the sub-groups, such as “students”, “researchers/teachers” or “owner and manager of big companies” 
referred a significant training or studying.  Also, the subgroups of respondents “aware” and “highly 
aware” referred more studies on culture and sub-group “not consciously aware” and “unaware”, have 
apprenticeship as the majority (“life-experience” and “autodidact”).  It is curious to notice that the 
members of “not internationalised organisations” referred more studies on culture, than the member of 
“organisations internationalised 11-50 year”. If the majority of the respondents hadn’t had apprenticeship 
in regular study programs, and the relevant learning was gained through “life-experience”, it is curious 
that also the teachers and researchers had a relevant influence. It shows that culture is mainly learnt 
through “life experience” and “on their own free will”, by the SMEs internationalised. 

Figures 41 to 49  Apprenticeship on cultural issues by  … 

  

Fig. 41. … All respondents (Not consciously 
aware/ Unaware) 

38 responses* 

Fig. 42. …All respondents (aware/highly aware) 
168 responses*(1 blank response) 
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Fig. 43.. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME internationalised (51 responses) 

  
Fig. 44.. … Staff and technicians  (45 responses) Fig. 45.. … Students (56 responses) 

  
Fig. 46.. … Researcher and Teachers (24 responses) Fig. 47.. … Academic environment (79  responses) 

 
 

Fig. 48.. … Big Companies (41 responses) Fig. 49. … SME internationalised 11-50 years (47 
responses) 

Legend of Figures     
 

This part throws light on the fact that the respondents are perceived to be mostly aware of the 
topic of culture in business at the beginning of the questionnaire. The less aware are seen to be the staff 
and technicians. Despite their prominent level of awareness, it was noticed that the respondents have 
approached the topic of culture difference by learning on their free will or by life experience. Also, it is 
important to mention that owner(s) and manager(s) SMEs have a lack of educational and professional 
knowledge and skills. This crucial step has mostly been put aside by the organisations.  

4.3.2.3 Cultural impacts experienced, in day-to-day life and business 
In this phase, the aim of the inquiry is to obtain four main information. Information about: 

o Situation in which the cultural impacts were experienced;  
o The perception of the relevance of cultural impacts in life, in several areas of the 

organizations and, in business relations with several players. 
This part is highly related to the awareness; indeed, it shows if they are conscious of certain 

impacts that could potentially affect negatively organisations if leaving them aside. 
About the situation in which the cultural impacts were experienced, the majority point out the 

interaction with foreign in a day-to-day situation, followed by “working with foreign stakeholders” The 
students, independently of their nationality, referred “at university”. It is interesting that the option 
“playing with foreign kids” is only relevant in the answers done by students and owner or managers from 
UK, that is according to the multicultural characteristic of the society of the United Kingdom.  

Striking students from University and owner(s) or manager(s) together, it was important to see 
the difference between those two categories and per country. It points that students from France are highly 
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facing cultural differences in everyday life and have also the practical experience studying abroad. 
Portugal feels more this impact at the university than French students. Regarding owner(s) and manager(s) 
of companies comparing FR, the UK and, PT, the Portuguese ones feel more the impact in day to day life 
than the others, and on the contrary the British owner(s) or manager(s) do not feel it so much in this 
category, and generally, the impacts are seen to be lower in almost all of categories. The impact of culture 
for SMEs was highly represented in day to day situation and especially while working with foreign 
stakeholders. The interesting fact is that, the cultural impact is seen to be highly prevalent, especially in 
organisations that responded that there were not internationalised. To illustrate that, the foreign persons’ 
interaction in day to day situation is very represented in organisation not internationalised even more than 
owner(s) and manager(s) in SMEs internationalised. Additionally, they work with foreign stakeholders 
approximately as much as the SMEs internationalised. Again, it shows that a great majority of respondents 
are highly unaware of the fact that they are in fact internationalised. 
 

Figures 50 to 55 Origin of Multicultural impacts experienced by … 

  
Fig. 50. Compilation based on 3 top match categories 
targeted (SMEs from 11 to 50 years of internationalisation 47 
responses); organisations non-internationalised: 56 responses; 

owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs internationalised: 51 responses 
 

Fig. 51… UK owners or manager(s) (27 
responses) 

  
Fig. 52.  … French owners or managers (27  responses) Fig. 53.  … French students (29 responders) 

  
Fig. 54.  … of Portuguese owner(s) or manager(s)  (24 

responses) 
Fig. 55.  … Portuguese students  (23 responses) 

Legend of Figures     
 

 
 

About the perception of cultural impacts in life, the main conclusion is that the impact of culture 
in life is above the average in all the categories except for club members. In contrast with that, the category 
of leader and manager was seen to be the higher ones represented in terms of impacts in life, demonstrating 
the influence towards owner(s) or manager(s) in organisations. Besides this, it was essential to see the 
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very low perception of its impact from the British respondents, and relatively lower by the French people 
whereas the noticeable difference was with Portugal that has a significant impact.  
 

Figures 56 to 59 -   Cultural impacts in life, … … 

  
Fig. 56.  … of UK people (33 responses) Fig. 57. … of French people (67 responses) 

  
Fig. 58. … of Portuguese people (90  responses) Fig. 59. … by SME’s  (87 responses) 

Legend of Figures  
 

The aim of the following part is to see the impacts with organisation and between workers. The 
main conclusion that can be drown about the perception of the relevance of cultural impacts in business 
relations is that, taken as a whole, the respondents have an averagely high cultural impact with 
professional people. The top 5 highest that presented about the same impacts were with clients, manager-
worker, leader-follower, colleagues, and business partners. In contrast with that, the ones with lesser 
impact with relations are with shareholders and financial organisations. It was already seen previously 
that British people do not feel a high cultural impact in their lives. It turns out that they likewise, in this 
case, British SMEs do not perceive the strong impact in relationships. Therefore, this reinforces that 
British feel that culture differences are not a thorough source of concern for them. On the contrary, 
Portuguese confirmed that there has a greater level of sensitiveness towards it, even though it still remains 
averagely high in general. The surprising fact, SMEs internationalised show that they are less careful than 
the organisations that are not internationalisation about the cultural differences in relationships. Focusing 
on the owner(s) and manager(s) of SMEs, they do not see this impact in any of the categories. It was 
noticed that even though “between leader and followers” were presented to be the top highest impact, it 
is seen to be below the average. It is encouraging to see that taking the top 3 most relevant items which 
are among colleagues, leader-follower, and business partner, that the younger respondents put harder 
emphasis on the high impact in relations. Female respondents are also more sensitive to it than males.  

Figures 60 to 63 Cultural impacts in several areas of the organisations, by … 

  
Fig. 60. … owner(s) or manager(s) (82 responses) Fig. 61. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME (59 

responses) 
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Fig. 62. … Staff and technicians (42 responses) Fig. 63. … Researcher and Teachers (24 responses) 

  

 
Fig. 64. Compilation of impact of culture with company members by gender and group of age (112 

responses; Male: 95 responses; over 41y.o.: 82 responses18 to 25 y.o.: 67 responses 
Legend of Figures  

 
Perception of the relevance of cultural impacts in business relations by several players. It was 

also accounted the ethical behaviour one, presented to be among the highest. On the contrary, the lowest 
perceived are the reporting and financial performance. As being seen in the literature review, not 
considering would affect the performance of the company and could lead to bankruptcy if not managed 
appropriately. In all the categories, the financial performance has been below the average, even below 
30 % in SMEs. Also, there is a minimal impact by owner(s) and manager(s) of SMEs. It was seen that 
the owner(s) and managers(s) of SMEs that are perceived to neglect the potential risks.  

 
Fig. 65. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME internationalised (51 responses) 

4.3.2.4 Recognition and integration of foreigners 
 

The main aim of the inquiry in this phase is to evaluate the perception of the difficulties of 
integration of foreign workers in the organisations. One issue analysed was to evaluate if there is any 
difference between the integration in the civil society and in the business. Exile and migration have been 
part of mankind’s history, and in the past decades, individual and collective mobility have reached huge 
proportions and a heightened visibility. At first glance, unsurprisingly the exiled and migrants that is one 
of the mains issues have been the most difficult ones to be integrated, followed by expatriate and form 
another continent. Nevertheless, when comparing the countries with the features previously mentioned, 
curiously looking at the UK, the respondents found it rather easy and very easy to integrate exiled and 
migrant people. Also, the same situation occurred with someone coming from another continent and 
expatriates. On the other hand, FR and PT found it difficult to integrate those 3 categories of people. 
Another interesting fact is the academic environment tends to perceive the integration of someone from 
another continent rather hard. The SMEs internationalised have mainly less difficulty with the integration 
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of foreign people than other organisations. Another interesting fact is that younger respondents feel more 
difficulty on the integration regarding the top 3 most representative categories. It is supposedly due to 
their lack of experience in life comparing to the older ones. But, it also shows that they recognise the 
challenge of integrating foreign people in the society. Female respondents also feel that it is more 
complicated to integrate those 3 categories than males.  
 

Figures 66 to 70 - Perception of the difficulty of integration of employees from several origins, by  … 

 
Fig. 66. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SME internationalised (51 responses) 

  
Fig. 67. … Big Companies (47/41 responses) Fig. 68. … Academic environment (24  responses) 

  
Fig. 69. … SMEs  (87 responses) Fig. 70. Top 3 main difficulty of integration in the 

society by country  
190 responses* 

(Elsewhere respondents not taken) 
Legend of Figures              

 
Concerning the integration of foreign people in the society, the main conclusions are that the 

Portuguese people clearly see themselves as people that “recognise” and “adapt” the foreigners. On the 
contrary, British and French respondents perceive themselves as mostly “ignorant” and “impose” their 
culture to the foreigners when they come. Remarkably, taking the case of the 3 countries, the other 
respondents see the British and French people more recognising and adapting people than what initially 
the native respondents thought about themselves. On the contrary, the Portuguese show themselves as 
careful with their foreigners, nevertheless the other respondents have a lower perception of the way 
Portuguese people integrate the foreigners in the society. Overall, Portuguese people are more 
circumspect about the importance of fitting the people with diverse cultural background into their society. 
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Fig. 71. Overall perception of the integration of 
foreign people in societies (Q.22) 

207 responses* 

Fig. 72. Perception of the integration of foreign 
people in societies (Q.22) 

67 responses*(French respondents), 140 responses*(Except 
French respondents), 33 responses*(British respondents), 174 

responses (Except British respondents), 90 responses*(Portuguese 
respondents), 117 responses*(Expect Portuguese respondents) 

 
Concerning the integration of foreign workers in the organisations, again, the Portuguese 

respondents substantiate the fact that they are the ones who recognise, adopt and prepare the most, in 
companies. It was noticed in the part of the impact of cultural differences that British respondents tend to 
have and feel in general a lower impact in their organisations and lives. In terms of integration, the British 
owner(s) or manager(s) were the ones responding honestly that are ignorant about it and even deemed to 
be the most ignorant comparing with the two other countries. Meaning that in a way, they are not afraid 
of unsustainable integration of the foreign workers and accept the denial stage that denies the existence 
of cultural nuances. French owner(s) or manager(s) as well admitted that they overlooked the importance 
of a good integration by acclimating the foreign labours by accepting their differences. Positively, 
Portuguese owner(s) or manager(s) adapt in general, albeit by the other respondents from different 
countries that see them as mostly ignorant. 

 

  

Fig. 73. Overall perception of the integration of the 
foreign workers in organisations by managers 

(Q.23) 
207 responses* 

Fig. 74. Perception of the integration of the foreign 
workers in organisations by managers (Q.23) 

27 responses*(French  owners or manager(s)), 55 
responses*(Other  owners or manager(s)), 40 responses (French 

workers and students), 27 responses*(British  owners or 
manager(s)), 55 responses(Other  owners or manager(s)), 24 

responses*, Portuguese  owners or manager(s)), 58 
responses*(Other  owners or manager(s)), 66 

responses(Portuguese workers, students, researchers) 

4.3.2.5 Tools and methods to mitigate these impacts 
In the globalisation process, it is fundamental to determine, identify and put in place certain 

methods and tools to prevent and tackle cultural barriers in the organisation. This was crucial to grasp the 
manner the organisations recognise the relevance of them and how they use them. The main aim of this 
part of the inquiry in this phase is to evaluate the relevance of the tools that the organisations can use and 
of the state of art of implementation of methods for the integration of foreigner workers in the 
organisations.   
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The main conclusions of the evaluation on the relevance of tools available to organisations in the 
integration of foreign workers are that they feel the importance of them. Globally, it was noticed that 
respondents put importance on boarding new employees by emphasising on the relevance of the 
welcoming process. Following by values, code of conduct, training programs and promoting a strong 
organisational culture that is also commonly considerable factors. Again, bringing up the welcoming 
process, by owners or manager(s) of big companies, it is utterly relevant with 100% of respondents 
confirming it. The definition of values by owner(s) or manager(s) SMEs is the most important. 
Conversely, owner(s) and manager(s) of SMEs do not perceive “organising event” and “multicultural 
breakfast” as very relevant. The students, staff and, technicians see the pertinence of those 2 previously 
mentioned factors. Undoubtedly for researchers and teachers, the code of conduct is totally relevant as 
the members and staff are expected to fully comply with the standards of the University set out in codes 
of conduct and policies.  

Figures 75 to 80 -   Relevance of tools by  … 

  
Fig. 75. … Students (56/55 responses) Fig. 76… Researcher and Teachers (20/24 responses) 

 ´ 
Fig. 77… SME internationalised between 11 and 50 

years (49 Responses) 
Fig. 78… owner(s) or manager(s) of UK SMEs (27 

responses)   

 
 

Fig. 79… owner(s) or manager(s) of French SMEs 
(27 responses)   

Fig. 80. … owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs (55 
responses) 

Legend of Figures  
 

The main aim of this following part is to evaluate the how much they implement tool and methods 
to integrate the foreign workers in the organisations.  The main conclusions, about the state of art of 
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implementation of methods for the integration of foreigner workers in the organisations, are that they do 
not implement them in most cases, showing the negligence of it. Organisations are seeking for success 
and should rest on coming up with solutions that work within the cultural context. Overcoming 
ethnocentrism involves more than “getting used to” cultural differences but also to implement some tools 
and methods. The most surprising fact is that, notwithstanding owners and managers and 
researcher/teachers perceive the relevance of the tools and methods, it is clearly pointed out that they 
majorly have not implemented or used most of them. In SMEs internationalised, almost none of them 
used. The welcoming process has been implemented by researchers and teachers but the rest is not 
implemented. Strong notice on French owners or managers that are utterly bewildered to implement these 
tools. Contradictorily with what has been seen previously, even though the British has a lower perception 
of the impact of culture, British owner(s) and manager(s) are the ones that use them more than Portuguese 
and French ones, especially when it comes to the definition of vision. The definition of values is much 
appreciated by the Portuguese owners or managers.  
 

Figures 81 to 86 - Tools and methods used by organisations by … 

  
Fig. 81. …  owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs 

internationalised (55 responses)  
Fig. 82. … Researcher and Teachers (20/24 responses) 

  
Fig. 83. …   Big Companies (41 responses) Fig. 84. … owner(s) or manager(s) of French SMEs 

(27 responses)   

´   
Fig. 85. … owner(s) or manager(s) of UK SMEs 

(27 responses)   
Fig. 86. … owner(s) or manager(s) of Portuguese 

SMEs (24 responses)   

Legend of Figures     
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4.3.2.6 Importance, and mind changed  
The main aim of this part of the inquiry in this phase is to evaluate the relevance of the tools that 

the organisations can use and of the state of art of implementation of methods for the integration of foreign 
workers in the organisations.   

The main conclusions of the cultural importance are that overall, the respondents feel the 
relevance of the topic. Females tend to stress more on the importance of it. Again, out of expectation, the 
organisations not internationalised think that it is more important than a SMEs internationalised and 
owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs. British people and researchers/teachers bring out the fact that they 
consider it very important. On the contrary French people are more careless about the topic. 

 
Fig. 87. Cultural importance and consideration  

206 responses, with 1 Blank response* 
 

The main conclusions of the change of mind of the respondents are that overall, respondents 
became more aware of the topic. Most of the respondents were aware at the beginning and at the end.  
However, positively and encouragingly, it shows that overall the respondents became more aware of the 
topic. Owner(s) or manager(s) and staff are the ones among other positions that mostly changed their 
mind. About SMEs internationalised with the owner(s) and manager(s) in this category, none of them 
responded that they are not unaware at the end. It, therefore, shows a sort of enlightenment. The pleasant 
surprise is that the ones that became the more aware (33%) were the SMEs internationalised. Following 
by the organisations not internationalised that are preparing to the impact of globalisation (29%). Females 
have shown that they changed their mind more easily than men on this topic. 

  

Fig. 88. Change of mind about awareness 
(197 responses, 10 missing from the UK) 

Fig. 89. Change of mind about awareness, and on 
job position  

(197 responses, 10 missing from the UK) 

  

Fig. 90. Change of mind about topic, based on 
internationalisation criteria (197 responses, 10 missing 

from the UK*) 

Fig. 91. Change of mind about topic based on age 
and gender 197 responses, 10 missing from the UK* 
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4.3.2.7 Origin of cultural conflicts  
The main aim of this part of the inquiry in this phase is to understand where the conflicts mainly 

come from in organisations The main conclusions of perception of the origins of cultural conflicts in 
organisations. The “Absence of management”, “leadership”, “strategy” refer to the job performance and 
the rest to soft skills. The lack of sympathy, is not considered to be part of the origins by the respondents, 
except for organisations that are not internationalised. It is seen that job performance is highly represented 
as part of the origins of cultural conflicts even though they are positioned to be under soft skills. So, it is 
interesting to point out the lack of knowledge to be a major factor to can lead to cultural conflicts.  
 

Figures 92 to 93 - Perception of the Origins of cultural conflicts in organisations, by   … 

  
Fig. 92. …  owners or managers of SMEs 

internationalised (50 responses with one blank)  
Fig. 93. … SME internationalised between 11 and 

50 years (46 responses with one blank) 

Legend of Figures  
 

4.3.3 Cultural profiles 

4.3.3.1 The 7 Cultural dimensions  
The respondents had to choose between some exclusive mutual dilemmas. At the end, the 

questions (From Q.30 to Q.50) related to the dilemmas were grouped together in each respective 
dimension they belonged to and it allowed to have a tendency between the respondents. The main purpose 
of the Fons Trompenaars’ model was to understand people's behaviour in cultural values and also to 
identify trends. For each dimension, the diagnosis was made through 3 questions. 

The main conclusions, of the cultural profile, are cultural differences between the countries, 
people, and organisations do exist. By country, the differences are mostly seen in the dimension of internal 
direction versus outer direction. French people are more internal than the Portuguese that are more seen 
in outer direction. So, it means in a way that French people have a more powerful control on their 
environments than the Portuguese ones. On the contrary, Portuguese people have a perception that 
environment can control them. Also, Portuguese people are utterly collectivist, representing more than 
the 2 other countries. The British people show that they are totally universalist, noticing a significant 
difference with Portugal. Meaning that British people place much more importance on rules before 
relationships. Also, the 3 countries are more neutral showing lack of emotions and enthusiasm.  
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Figures 94 to 96 - Cultural profile (7-D model of Trompenaars) of  … 

 ´ 
Fig. 94. … of French respondents (38 responses)   Fig. 95. … British respondents (33 responses)  ´ 

  
Fig. 96. …Portuguese respondents (45 

respondents)  

4.3.3.2 Past - Present - Future (Specific versus diffuse dimension) 
The dimension of Synchronous versus Asynchronous, bring forwards the temporal orientation of the 
respondents towards the past, present or future. 

Question # Time orientation dilemmas  
 51 Past interlinked with Future   vs.   Past disconnected of Future 
52 Past interlinked with Present   vs.   Past disconnected of Present  
54 Present interlinked with Future   vs.   Present disconnected of Future 

 
Table 7. Dilemmas based on Ethical vs specific unethical situations  

The main conclusions, of the time orientation, are that Portugal is strongly orientated to the past, 
meaning their history. France as well is more represented in the past. Showing and confirming that French 
Portuguese people like to emphasise on their rich historical past. Organisations not internationalised show 
a tendency to the past, but do not project in the future that could speculatively be the internalisation for 
them. 

Time orientation … 

  
Fig. 97– Time orientation of several sub-groups 

(gender, age, nationality, experience in 
internationalization and, job position) (207 responses) 

Fig. 98– Time orientation according job position 
(207 responses) 

Legend of figures  
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4.3.4 Ethics 
Ethics is analysed also based in dilemmas with ethical and specific unethical situations (table 8). 

Two analyses were done. A first one, global ethical vs unethical, and a second based on the specific type 
of unethical situation.   
 

Question # Unethical type 
 53 Institutions 
55 Context 
56 Peer pressure 
57 Time pressure 
58 Ethical blindness 
59 Routines 
60 Framing 

Table 8. Dilemmas based on Ethical vs specific unethical situations 
. 

The main concern of it is based on the individual’s moral judgements about right and wrong. The 
first outstanding notice was that most of the respondents take decisions to behave unethically in the day 
to day life. When comparing, students and younger ones have more lack of corporate social responsibility 
than others. Indeed, students represent the lesser. When looking accurately on the “framing”, “routine”, 
and “context” they take total unethical decisions. On the contrary, Shareholders are the most represented 
respondents that take ethical decisions. It is generally seen that ethical factor seems to be a very important 
interest for them. In fact, their main objective is to maximize their values and diminish the risk. So, as the 
ethical decision can damage the reputation of the company and as a result, profits could significantly fall, 
it is preferable for them to own the share of a company that is healthy. French respondents are less 
ethically concerned than Portugal and the United Kingdom. It shows that ethical behaviour differs 
between countries. Also, business ethics is seemed to be a vital subject when a company intends to go 
internationally. The company that are not internationalized are more sensitive to be impacted by unethical 
decisions. 

So, it is essential to provide training and make it essential for students and companies not 
internationalized about policies and procedures to be followed. Also, organisations should make the 
employees understand the company’s corporate values with statements of business principles which 
makes clear and straightforward behaviours to be followed 

  

Figures 99 to 100 -   Ethical dilemmas 

  
Fig. 99– Ethical vs Unethical of several sub-groups 

(gender, age, nationality, experience in 
internationalization and, job position) (207 responses) 

Fig. 100– Ethical vs Unethical, in several 
dimensions, according nationality (207 responses  

Legend of figures   
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4.4 Complementary interviews  

4.4.1 Overview of the complementary interviews  
 
In-depth interviews were conducted with 9 owners and manager(s) of companies mainly from 

SMEs. There was one from the UK that took place on phone, seven from PT, six were conducted face to 
face and one on phone and, one from Ireland over the phone from the 29th of June to the 6th of July 2017. 
The British respondent was in the process of setting up his own business, seven Portuguese interviewees 
were all from SMEs, and one Irish respondent from a big company. The purpose was to obtain more 
insights about the respondents and to corroborate with the responses obtained from the questionnaire.  

To coordinate with and respond to the research questions, 4 open questions were asked (Annex 
E Summary of answers).  

The question was asked to fathom their international experience and see the way they perceive 
cultural issues: “In your opinion and by your experience, how are cultural issues relevant for your 
company?”. Most of the respondents seemed to be conscious about the topic except the company from 
accountancy. They all have had international experience, dealing mainly with stakeholders or Big 
companies and SMEs having subsidiaries in other countries. It was noticed that the leader of the big 
company is utterly concerned about the topic and seems to have some learning skills towards the topic. 
In general, the SMEs from Portugal noticed some cultural differences dealing with their stakeholders. 
They see the differences, however, it seems that they do not have so much learning skills in accordance 
to their enormous experience in the field, except the big company. Overall, it was noticed that all the 
companies have some international experience and they recognise the impacts in a different manner based 
on criteria such as language, communication, a way of trading, working, and their values.  

The following question was asked to see the repercussions of culture in their business: “Have 
you ever noticed any conflicts or malfunctions of your company that can come from cultural issues?”. By 
asking this question, some of them realised that they have already faced and impacted these cultural issues. 
They all feel the potential consequences of it, they generally adapt their discourse. They partially adapt 
to the culture of their stakeholders even though sometimes it is hard for them to understand properly other 
culture.  

Also, the third question was complementary to it to ask where they feel the most these 
consequences in their companies: “What is for you the impact of culture in your organisation?” It was 
interesting to see their experience and the issues that they have faced from diverse cultures. The interesting 
point is that the factor that stands out the most was marketing and sales. In fact, the respondents felt a 
strong impact followed by production, reputation leadership, and finance (E.g. payment delay) that are 
different according to countries. Also, a part of the question 3 was asked towards regarding the foreign 
integration: “How do you integrate the foreign employees?”. All the respondents except the first one from 
the big company, impose their culture to their former or and current foreign workers, saying that overall, 
the workers must adapt to their way of working.  

The last question aimed to understand which tools owner(s) and manager(s) used to tackle certain 
cultural differences: “Does the organisation use any tools/ methods to mitigate the cultural impact?”. The 
team leader of the big company uses some relevant tools such as seminar, workshop and short induction 
week. Overall some of the interviewees use some tools and others do not, bringing forwards the 
integration process as key when it comes to hiring a new worker. They overall focus çore one the 
integration process and tend to forget and so negligate other organisation behaviour tools and methods.  
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4.4.2 Cultural profiles  
It was noticed some differences between the respondents. It cannot be revealed further 

explanation as it remains confidential. 

 
Fig. 101. Cultural profiles of the interviewees 

 
Fig. 102. Tim orientation of the interviewees 

4.4.3 Ethical dilemmas by the interviewees 
It was noticed some completely different responses to treat ethical dilemmas. There were not 

good or bad answers. As explained above, it cannot be revealed further explanation as it remains 
confidential. 
 

 
Fig. 103. Ethical dilemmas of interviewees 
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4.5. Conclusion 

Overall, the 4-chapter presented the main results based on the interpretation of culture inside 
organisations. As been seen, the results obtained from the structured inquiry were corroborated with the 
in-depth interviews that allowed to give more insight. It allowed to compare them and draw some 
conclusion about it in the following chapter 5
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Chapter 5. Discussion of the results 

5.1 Introduction of the discussion of the results 

The foregoing discussion implies to assess, evaluate and, interpret the analysis that has been seen in the 
previous chapter 4 with the literature review and objectives. Afterwards, a methodology was proposed 
and at the end of this chapter, the main conclusion was given. 

5.2 Research questions 

5.2.1 Awareness of the respondents 

From the literature review, we have seen that the key to being successful in the international 
environment is to fathom the role of culture in business. Indeed, it is very well represented in SMEs, they 
have shown a considerable level of internationalisation, the highest one reaching 80%. In other words, it 
means that there is a multicultural impact in 80% of them bearing in mind that they represent 99% of all 
the companies in general. It was interesting to see that even though some respondents mentioned that they 
were not internationalised, it turned out that in fact, they are. It shows again that globalisation is 
tremendously represented especially when it comes to interaction with multicultural people. Their 
operations were seen to be borderless for most of them and so very important to consider the cultural 
variability of the people they deal with in day to day life. 

In terms of awareness of the effect of culture, at the beginning of the survey and the beginning 
of the in-depth interviews, most of the respondents felt aware of the topic, regardless their positions, 
country of origin, level of internationalisation, gender or age. They mostly perceived themselves as having 
a great understanding of the topic.  Particular attention was paid towards owner(s) and manager(s) of 
SMEs that highlighted that they were strongly aware of that. They also considered the other members of 
companies highly aware in general. Nevertheless, staff and technicians are seen to be lesser aware by 
them showing the gap between the hierarchy. However, awareness is defined by Cambridge dictionary as 
“knowledge that something exists, or understanding of a situation or subject at the present time based on 
information or experience”. Although they are aware of the topic, it turns out that they have a tremendous 
lack of theoretical knowledge and skills especially with the respondents that are highly aware and aware 
of it. In the case of SMEs internationalised, they have a considerable negligence in learning skills so as 
to face the internationalisation. Likewise, teachers and researchers are and considering the high influence 
of their students about multicultural impacts in their day-to-day life. Additionally, the respondents pointed 
out that the origins of cultural issues must come from lack of knowledge, awareness, misunderstanding, 
and empathy.  So, in response to the hypothesis 1, the people are aware of culture, they have some 
international experience, however, the key finding was that they do not have enough cross-cultural 
competence training to face those cultural issues. 

5.2.2 Recognition of cultural impact in business 

Recognising cultural impact can help to overcome some misunderstanding with different 
stakeholders. First, it was noticed that impacts were felt differently according to countries. In France, 
there is a very high impact felt in everyday life. Portuguese owner(s) or manager(s) felt it more in 
professional life, while for British owner(s) or manager(s) is a way less. British people evaluated a gentle 
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impact in relationships with multicultural people. Reinforcing the fact that they neglect it more than the 
others. On the contrary, there is a great level of sensitiveness by Portuguese people. The high impact of 
SMEs in the day to day life shows the high internationalisation, especially when it comes to working with 
foreign stakeholders. However, owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs do not see the impacts in relationships 
at all, and so they do not recognise the impact when communicating. The surprising fact that was found, 
the organisations that are not internationalised feel more the impacts than the SMEs internationalised. 
Financial performance seems to be a factor mainly inconsequent for the respondents and it corroborates 
with the in-depth interviews that do not see the potential risk. However, another surprising fact is that 
owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs have seen a negligible impact of culture in categories such as marketing, 
finance, and so on. Small notice too that women present a higher sensitiveness to impact than men. By 
their experience in day to day life, organisations recognize these impacts, however, it is less perceived in 
UK and SMEs that place a lower importance on it. 

5.2.3 Reconciliation, preparation and, adaptation of cultural divergences in 

business 

 As seen in the literature review, it is fundamental to understand properly what organisational 
culture is, because it plays a significant role in determining the leadership style within a company as well 
as the working climate, the organisation behaviour, and the strategy formulation (Saffold 1988 cited in 
Brentani & Kleinschmidt 2004). Integration represents an important part of the research. The in-depth 
interviews demonstrated that there is a high submission by the SMEs towards the foreign newcomers. 
They emphasised on the integration tools but showing also that the period of integration is relatively short 
for an employee that comes from somewhere else. The sensitive topic of migrants and exiled brings the 
complexities for nations to integrate them, however, surprisingly, British are more lenient about the 
degree of difficulty of welcoming them. It was important to mention that integration by continent is felt 
to be rather challenging in the academic environment, meaning that this driver in the globalisation is 
perceived to be complicated to manage. Portuguese respondents were seen as people that recognise and 
adjust with foreigners. However, by talking to them explicitly during in-depth interviews, most of them 
said that they impose first their culture. The United Kingdom and France recognise the cultural imposing 
to the newcomers as well as ignorance. British respondents are the ones that are unafraid of unsustainable 
integration of the foreigners and they relatively deny the cultural nuances.  

Rarick & Charles (2007) said that a change agent, now operating more than ever across national 
boundaries must study and incorporate national culture into their change management strategies. In the 
data analysis of the survey and in-depth interviews, it was found that they recognise the usefulness and 
relevance of tools especially welcoming process highly represented in an academic environment. 
However, they do not use tools and methods in their organisational behaviour to break down the barriers 
of cultural differences particularly in the case of SMEs and organisations. A strong majority of the 
owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs internationalised have not implemented main tools. Surprising findings 
were that the British owner(s) or manager(s) were seen to be more prepared than French and, Portuguese 
owner(s) or manager(s), even though they perceive less impact on their everyday lives. 

5.2.4 Cultural profiles of the respondents 

By gathering the cultural profiles of the respondents, it allowed pointing the differences between 
countries, generation of respondents, and organisations. It emphasised the fact that this tool can be useful 
to recognise the organisational behaviour of companies, essentially aiming at working better 
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5.3.  “LCI – looking culturally insight…” a new methodology for 
SME’s 
Improving the level of knowledge toward culture differences was perceived to be essential to 

help to build up cultural competencies and so to enhance productivity. As seen culture is broad and makes 
it difficult to learn about every aspect of it, therefore the following methodology could significantly help 
the people and especially owner(s) and manager(s) of SMEs to have some questions in mind. Essentially, 
to bridge the gap through having a management tool that allows making them think of the most relevant 
questions. Owner(s) or manager(s) must tackle cultural differences in a smooth and positive way. It 
mainly comes with the willingness to learn and to pave the way of great adaptation to a new culture for 
the newcomers; essentially to flourish inside organisations. So, the key is to learn to pick up the subtle 
clues that could eventually signal an issue before waiting for hard costs that can occur. It was crucial and 
appreciated to see that respondents changed their minds and increase their level of awareness throughout 
the questionnaire and in-depth interviews of the topic. It shows a rather usefulness and allows to approach 
the topic by learning. Especially putting forwards that SMEs internationalised are the most receptive to 
this appreciation.  

Based on the literature review, the results of the inquiries and the interviews, it is possible to 
conclude that a methodology is needed and can be helpful to mitigate the cultural impacts. That for, here 
is a proposition of a methodology to be used by any company, particularly the SME. They do not have 
many Human Resources (HR) and particularly trained in cultural issues, as the inquiries point out that, 
the studies on “Cultural issues” are very seldom.  The methodology is based on 6 steps, and will help the 
owner(s) or managers (from general manager to the lower operational managers) to think, or rethink, the 
company strategy and its policies to mitigate the intercultural impacts in a multicultural world and 
environment that is today the “real business world”.  This methodology is named “6 steps LCI - looking 
culturally insight …” (fig. 102). 

          
Fig.  104. The proposed methodology “6 steps LCI - looking culturally insight …” to mitigate 

cultural impacts  
 
The main goals, activities, actors, and action for each step are described below, from the 

methodology 6 steps of “LCI – looking culturally insight…”, are 

Step 1- Looking culturally insight the organisation strategy  
In this first step, the shareholders and the top managers (as actors) they should (re)visit the 

strategy for the organisations, particularly Vision, Mission and Values, and how they are reflected in the 
codes of ethics and conducts.  

In this step, it should be analysed how the cultural aspects are considered, and whether they are 
drivers, presented or not. As a result, the need to write or review a part or all of the document must be 
identified. This should take into account the expressed willingness of shareholders and managers on how 
CCD should be taken into account.  

It will be advantageous, that an autonomous document can start to be created. This document 
could have the title “Our cultural Charter”. In this step, the first chapter “Basic Values” could be written. 

Step 2- Looking culturally inside the organisation policies and tools  
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It is the right moment to review the alignment of policies and tools that organisation has 
implemented, with the main conclusion of step one. At this step, in the scene, shareholder(s) leave and 
HR manager and operational managers take his place (their places) on the floor. It is profitable that general 
manager stays in the scene and involved with the process. 

Three types of tools should be observed and analysed: 
o HR tools, particularly: the labour contracts, the welcoming proceeds, organisation manual, 

job description, training programs, evaluation process, carriers process, team building and 
other events, etc.; 

o Operational proceedings: flow chart of information, process of communications, job 
instructions, reporting, etc.; 

o Codes of conducts; particularly the “claim reporting line”. 
For the two first types, it should review the alignment of the contents with the “basic Values” 

defined in step one. For the code of conducts, should particularly “the whistler, claim and reporting line”, 
and the identification of all area of a potential cultural conflict. 

 The second chapter “Basic Policies and culture” of “Our cultural Chartes” should be written. 

Step 3- Looking culturally insight the organisation Human Resources' cultural profile  
In this step, the 7D cultural model will be judiciously used. It corresponds to a new “act”, with 3 

different sceneries: 
o Scenery “around the table” where the HR manager and the operational manager take 

places and define the relevance of each cultural dimension, for each job. Also, they 
should be able to define the cultural dilemmas to be used to draw the cultural profiles of 
each employee; 

o Scenery “on job”, where the worker, in his environment, should answer the cultural 
profile dilemmas; 

o Scenery “HR magnifying glass”: where HR manager should analyse the cultural profile 
of each employee, and identify the “cultural gaps”, and if and how each of them can be 
bridged with training. 

"Our cultural Chartes" should see a new chapter "Our culture profile" added. 

Step 4- Looking culturally insight the potential situations of cultural conflict   
 The fourth step is used to identify the potential situations of cultural conflict. The scenery is a 

completely “brainstorming” ones. According to the organisation, it should have a process where some 
situations should be presented (in a not-personalised way) and the cultural conflict should be identified. 
If possible, all workers (from bottom to top) should collaborate and participate in this phase. As outcomes, 
the training program, job description, proceeding or manual of negotiation should be revised. 

The "Looking at the gap, building the bridges" of "Our cultural Chartes," must begin to be 
written.  

Step 5- Looking culturally insight the formers multicultural experiences 
In this step, a new actor can enter the scene: a former employee or collaborator. The aim is to 

identify formers situations of cultural conflicts and the way they were solved or the consequences of the 
conflicts.  

The “Looking the gap, building the bridges” should be ended and added to “Our cultural 
Chartes”. 

Step 6 - Looking culturally insight the positioning in the 4 R’s process 
In the last step, the management (from top to operational) should identify for each of the main 

“points of potential cultural conflict” in which step of the 4R’s process defined by Trompenaars, and 
already presented in Fig. 5 of item 2.7 the organisation places it. The 4 R’s process means: Recognize by 
increase awareness; Respect by appreciating the cultural differences; Reconcile be bridging cultural 
differences; Realize and Root by implementing reconciling actions.  
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In this step, the chapter “how to reconciliation cultures in our organisation's Basic Values”, of 
the autonomous documents should be written. 

 
For Step 4 to step 6, the presence of a Cultural consultant can be very profitable for the 

organisations, not only to help to drive the process but also, he has the power to play the role of devil's 
advocate without any internal cost for the company.  

5.4 Main results 
The main results of this research were:  

- The owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs and other organisation members are aware of the topic of 
the culture of business, however, they have a significant lack of knowledge and skills that can be 
critical. Most of the respondents need training about culture in business, especially students. 

- The owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs and other organisation members see the impact of culture 
in business, however, it is perceived differently according to countries, and types of 
organisations. 

- The owner(s) or manager(s) of SMEs and other organisation members understand the relevance 
of tools but they do not have it implemented. 

- The cultural profiles of respondents vary using the Fons Trompenaars theory. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion  

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the main conclusions of the study will be presented and a critical reflection of the 
work done. First, the difficulties faced throughout the work were explained, following by the future work 
that is intended to be done related to this topic and, last of all the conclusion final. 

6.2 The limitation  

Several difficulties were faced by the researcher while conducting this study. The following 
paragraphs show the difficulty of completing the research.  

6.2.1 Universities and organisations support 

Some issues were faced at the university and with some organisations such as: 
- Through the email of the university, it was permitted to send only 50 emails at the time and 200 

per hour. Additional help was asked through the International office as well as the management 
support unit from the University of Porto to send the emails. 

- At one point in time, the email account of the researcher was blocked as a big amount of emails 
were sent during a short period of time, thinking that it was a cyber attack.  

- The University of Porto does not provide any access to databases, showing the immense difficulty 
to find some in different countries to conduct the research appropriately.  

- The international calls were not allowed because the University does not have the budget for it 
anymore. Therefore, it was hard to reach chambers of commerce to be enabled to obtain some 
databases.  

- Chamber of commerce from Lisbon, Dublin did not allow to share their databases. 
- All of the Universities in the United Kingdom and Ireland did not assist with their participation 

in the survey. 

6.2.2 Target 

Some issues were faced with the target audience such as:   
- The survey was sent pretty late, therefore, it was complicated to obtain responses from University 

members as they were either in exam time or on holidays. 
- It was utterly complicated to send to the questionnaire to 4 different countries. 
- The target population of the study is relatively small and, even though it was successful, there 

were issues that could not be analysed and compared in more detail due to the low number of 
samples. 

6.3 Future work  
Much has been accomplished, but much more remains to be done. Culture in organisations has 

been presented to be immeasurably important mainly due to its high impact in societies. Organisations 
and in this case SMEs must increase their understanding of diverse groups to be enabled to compete and 
work efficiently. So, strengthening certain relations from the diverse cultural background is vital in 
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international business. This research will be looked further using the same questionnaire, however this 
time it is intended a higher number of responses and, it would be interesting to extend it to other countries 
essentially from Western Europe such as Spain and, Germany. Also, as not enough responses were 
obtained from the survey in the Republic of Ireland, next time it will be pushed further to find a way to 
obtain more. Also, the next work will be more pragmatic, some companies case studies will also be 
included in the research. Therefore, after gaining work experience in international business, a PhD will 
be done in this field for further research.  

6.4 Final conclusion 

Nowadays, it is undeniable to consider the relevance of culture in business. This is the future of business 
and it is essential for companies to be prepared to tackle cross-cultural issues. All the objectives were 
successfully completed. Indeed, the research has shown that there are several levels of culture and it is 
important to be aware, see the impact, having the suitable tools and methods in companies. It is also 
shown by using the 7 dimensions of culture, it allows companies to be better aware of their organisational 
culture and enjoy a better working climate and be prepared to face the internationalisation challenges. It 
was satisfying to see that the survey was a success showing that it is utterly useful as a managerial tool, 
mainly to make the people aware of the topic of culture and its impacts. Also, important to realise that 
members of organisations and especially students need to be trained at school before entering their 
professional lives that will mainly be orientated towards SMEs. 
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Annexes   
There are presented 5 Annexes: 

o Annex A Table of the literature review 
o Annex B. source of mail list use as target of the inquiry; 
o Annex C table with the data pre-treatment; 
o Annex D presents the summary of the complementary interviews; 
o Annex E shows the print screen of the full list of public emails sent with the inquiry. 
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Annex A - Table of the literature review 

Author Title Cited 
by Focus of the paper Interesting for the research Important keywords 

Hofstede 
Geert 

“Dimensionalizing 
Cultures: The 

Hofstede Model 
in Context” 

(2011) 
 

 

718 

This is a paper that 
summarize globally a part of 
the book of Geert Hofstede. 
It clearly put forward the 
concepts of national and 
organisational culture from 
the author’s perceptive. 

It is a relevant paper that 
summarize some concepts 
from Hofstede that are very 
used in this paper such 
organisational culture and a 
national one. 

o Culture 
o National culture 
o Organisational 

culture 

Shalom 
H.Schwartz 

“An overview of the 
Schwartz Theory of 

Basic values” 
(2012) 

463 

This paper expresses the 
theory of Schwartz. The 
author wrote about the nature 
of values and spell out the 
different features that have a 
common point to the other 
ones. The theory is 
composed of 10 personal 
values that are considered 
across cultures. It points out 
diverse findings of the other 
from the survey he led across 
82 countries. 

Schwartz is a very famous 
sociologist. It was, therefore, 
important to take a look at his 
theory and it allowed the 
author to see the importance 
of values in the culture.  

o Human values 
o International 
o Culture 

Ulrike de 
Brentani  
 
And 
 Elko 
J.Kleinschmidt 

“Corporate Culture 
and Commitment: 

Impact on 
Performance of 

International New 
Product 

Development 
Programs” 

(2004) 
 

245 

The paper focuses mainly on 
new product development 
impact when a company 
decides to go internationally. 
The author has correlated 
corporate culture, innovation 
one and managerial adaption 
when it comes to developing 
a new product in a new 
international environment. 

The interesting points of the 
academic paper are the 
interrelationship between 
corporate culture and 
managerial adaptation. Part of 
it showcases the complexity 
in changing the corporate 
culture of a company and 
brings up the high importance 
of it in performance. 
Likewise, the paper 
emphasizes on differences 
between the organisational 
culture and management 
commitment. 

o NPD 
o Management 

committed 
o Corporate culture 
o Innovation culture 

Brenda 
McSweeney 

“The essentials of 
scholarship: A reply 
to Geert Hofstede”  

(2002) 

158 
These papers criticize part of 
the Hofstede’s theory of 
culture.  

The value of this paper is that 
the theory of Hofstede has 
also several weaknesses that 
the author noticed more 
clearly with this paper.  

o Culture 
o Geert Hofstede 
o Criticism 

Michael D.Hills 

“Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck’s Values 
Orientation Theory” 

(2012) 

123 

The author expounded the 
theory of Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck’s regarding the 
value orientation based on 
assumptions and solutions.  

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s 
are 2 famous anthropologists. 
It was highly important for 
the author to understand the 
theory and relation between 
culture and 59behaviour.  

o Values 
o Orientation 
o Universal 
o Problems 
o Culture 
o Cross-cultural 
 

Olga 
Muzychenko 

“Cross-cultural 
entrepreneurial 
competence in 

identifying 
international business 

opportunities” 
(2008) 

82 

This paper contributes to 
fathom the process of 
identification of an 
international opportunity and 
go throughout the cross-
cultural differences that can 
be faced and overcome 
through entrepreneurial 
competencies. 

Very valuable paper for the 
researcher that perceive better 
the cultural challenges that 
can potentially be 
encountered by an 
entrepreneur. The process of 
international identification 
unable to help the author in 
comprehending that setting 
up a new venture abroad 
necessitates new skills and 
competencies in cross-
cultural understanding to 
successfully identify a 
business opportunity and 
adapt its organisation to the 
national culture.   

o Cross-cultural 
competence 

o International 
entrepreneurship 

o International 
Opportunity 
Recognition 

o Self-efficacy 
o Cognition 
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Author Title Cited 
by Focus of the paper Interesting for the research Important 

keywords 

Alan M. 
Rugman, Simon 

Collinson  
 

Book name: 
“International business. 
Chapter: 5 international 

culture”. 
(2009) 

/ 

To summarize the chapter 5 
from the book” International 
business”, it points out the 
definition of culture as well as 
its impact on management and 
business. It also pinpoints the 
managerial decisions and 
solutions for the cross-border 
joint ventures. The four 
dimensions of culture from 
Hofstede theory was spelt out 
as well as Fons Trompenaars’ 
seven dimensions of culture in 
the chapter. 

This Chapter was interesting to 
read about the adjustment of 
managerial decisions while 
confronting to culture for cross-
border venture. Besides, it 
reinforced the idea that 
Hofstede and Trompenaars are 
imperative for this study. 

o International 
culture 
Managerial 
decisions 

Helen Spencer-
Oatey 

“What is culture? A 
compilation of 

quotations” 
(2012) 

57 

This paper is about the overall 
culture. It shows and brings 
together the theories of culture 
that have been studied until 
now.  

It was very necessary for the 
researcher to read about the 
existing theories of “culture”. 
Furthermore, it allowed a better 
comprehension of the group 
values and behaviours of 
Hofstede theories. A number of 
concrete examples of cultural 
differences amongst social 
groups have been expressed. 
And another interesting point 
for my thesis is the subculture 
among national culture. 

o Culture 
o National 

culture 
o Corporate 

culture 

Pankaj 
Ghemawat, 
Sebastian Reiche 

“National cultural 
differences and 

multinational business” 
(2011) 

25 

This paper concentrates upon 
cultural differences amongst 
multinational business. The 
theory of Hofstede regarding 
the national culture has been 
mainly described and 
compared throughout this 
reading. Also, the author 
mentioned the limitations of 
the Geert Hofstede’s theory. 
Moreover, he described the 
cultural differences abound at 
behaviours form following the 
tip of the iceberg theory. The 
author analysed the 
managerial decisions that 
could be made according to 
Hofstede national culture 
theory  

What was important for the 
researcher’s thesis was to grasp 
the theory of Hofstede and the 
limitations of it. Several 
illustrations in regard to 
cultural dimensions of 
60Hofstede have been brought 
up through the paper. To end, It 
gave the-the researcher a better 
understanding of tip of Iceberg 
theory and the managerial 
decisions to be taken through 
Hofstede theory. 

o National 
culture 

o Cultural 
differences 

o International 
environment. 

Dainora Grundey 

“Internationalisation 
and cross-cultural 

business environment: 
Modelling the training 
process of expatriates” 

(2008) 

11 

The paper points out the 
adaptation of expatriates in a 
new environment abroad and 
the difficulties challenged 
along the process of 
integration.  Several 
managerial methodologies 
have been mentioned to 
overcome those fitting issues 
and allowing the expatriates to 
get familiar with the cultural 
aspects in a lesser time so as 
to improve effectiveness. 

From this paper, the cultural 
differences that can influence 
the communication have been 
incorporated into the author’s 
thesis. This paper is highly 
connected to the paper “The 
impact of national cultures on 
corporate cultures in 
organisations” regarding 
national culture from Hofstede. 
Another very important subject 
from this paper is the transfer 
of knowledge abroad. Which 
has led the reflexion of the 
researcher towards the 
managerial decisions that are 
needed to overcome the new 
cultural changes for 
expatriates? 

o Expatriates 
o Culture 
o Culture impact 
o Internationalisa

tion 
o National 

culture 
o Corporate 

culture. 

Kwasi Dartey-
Baah 

“The impact of national 
cultures on corporate 

cultures in 
organisations” 

(2011) 

1 

The paper highlights the 
Hofstede’s work on culture 
and crosses cultural 
relationship. The positive 
impact on compiling “national 
culture” and “corporate 
culture”.  

The paper is very related to the 
research as it demonstrates how 
important are corporate and 
national culture bend together. 
Likewise, it permeates better 
understanding of culture itself. 
Though the paper does not 
underline the potential decision 
taken by leader while adapting 
both cultural concepts. 

o Culture 
o Culture impact 
o Internationalisa

tion 
o National 

culture 
o Corporate 

culture. 
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Author Title Cited 
by Focus of the paper Interesting for the research Important 

keywords 

Ratten, Vanessa 

“Policy drivers of 
international 

entrepreneurship in 
Europe” 
(2006) 

7 

This paper compares the 
international 
entrepreneurship with the 
ones from the other part of 
the planet. The main 
objective of this paper is to 
comprehend how the 
policies and institutions 
encourage businesses in 
Europe to deal across the 
border. This papers 
particularly emphasizes on 
the Baltic regions 

This paper is interesting because 
it allowed the author to 

differentiate the international 
business and international 
entrepreneurship theory. 

Additionally, how international 
Entrepreneurship works in 

Europe and which companies are 
the more likely to venture into a 

foreign market. 
 

o Europe 
o  International 

entrepreneurship 
o  Policy 

Jeff Suderman  

“Using the 
Organisational Cultural 
Assessment (OCAI) as 
a Tool for New Team 

Development” 
(2012) 

10 

This paper demonstrates that 
a tool can assess the 
organisational culture of a 
company for new leaders. It 
shows how the software 
works and the results of it.  

It is a very important tool for this 
paper. Indeed, it can be adapted 
to more organisation to be unable 
to understand its own cultural 
organisation and the decisions to 
be taken in response to the 
international pristine 
environment. 

o Organisational 
Cultural 

o Assessment 
Instrument 

o New 
organisational 
leader 

F. T. Anbari, E. 
V. Khilkhanova, 
M. V. 
Romanova, S. A. 
Umpleby 

“Cross-cultural 
differences and their 

implications for 
managing international 

projects” 
(2009) 

11 

This paper describes the 
most famous and well-
known cross-cultural 

management theories. The 
authors wrote about the 

training and motivations of 
multicultural project teams. 

It showcases the cultural 
problems that can be faced 

when managing an 
international project. 

  
 

This paper describes the two 
theories of Hofstede and 

Trompenaars showing the cross-
cultural differences. It concludes 

at the end that global project 
management can be performed 

successfully through effective in 
leadership, cross-cultural 
communication between 

members and mutual respect. 
 

 

o Cross cultural 
teams 

o Cultural 
differences 

o Multicultural 
global business 

o Cross cultural 
management 
theories. 

Fons 
Trompenaars and 
Hampden-Turner 

21 Leaders for the 21st 
Century 
(2001) 

/ 

This book brings forwards 
the model of Fons 

Trompenaars about the 7 
dilemmas. This model is 
used to predict effective 
leadership behaviours in 
international companies 

In the book, Fons 
Trompenaars evaluated the 
leaders by using dilemmas 
reconciliation through well-
known leaders. 

 This paper was underpinned by 
the great study of the topic of 
culture in international 
organisations. The model of the 7 
dimensions was used in the paper 
as part of the objectives to find 
out the differences between 
countries and categories of 
people 

o International 
business 

o Leaders 
o Management 

Tiago Costa de 
Oliveira 

Valores Culturais no 
Tecido Empresarial 

Português 
(2010) 

/ 

This paper aimed at seeing 
the influence of cultural 
values in Portuguese 
companies in the field of 
negotiation 

This paper was useful, it allowed 
to understand better the cultural 
profiles and the case of 
Portuguese SMEs and startups. 
Also, the survey was inspired by 
this paper to help to build it up. 

o cultural trends 
o  cultural values in 

the negotiation 
o management of 

cultural 
differences and 
organisational 
culture. 

Dahl, Stephan,  

Intercultural research 
The Current State of 

Knowledge 
(2004) 

212 

This paper shows the 
definition of culture and the 
various levels of culture as 
well as explained some 
theories from Hofstede and 
Trompenaars & Hampden-
Turner and Schwartz 
 

It was interesting to know the 
difference between Geert 
Hofstede and Trompenaars. Also, 
the value differences have been 
explained by Schwartz 

o Intercultural and 
o cross-cultural 
o communication 
o value variations 

Hampden-
Turner, Charles 
& Trompenaars, 
Alfons 

Building Cross-
Cultural Competence: 
How to Create Wealth 

from Conflicting 
Values  
(2000) 

/ 

This paper put light on 
cross-cultural competencies 
of managers in multinational 
companies. It presents the 
dilemmas of managers and 
offers some tips to face 
culture shock and get a 
positive return.   

The part of cross-cultural 
competences was essential to 
fathom. The cultural dimensions 
were also explained further and 
were used in this paper. 

o Cultural 
competencies 

o Cross-cultural 
management 

o national cultures 
o Corporate culture 
o Organisational 

behaviour 
Rarick, Charles 
A 

Cross-Cultural 
Adaptability of 

Organisational Change 
Interventions  

(2007) 

 This paper underlines the 
organisational development 
within companies. He also 
explained that according to 
some profiles, managers 
would be harder to change 
their management effort. 

It was important to understand 
that according to cultural profiles 
that management of culture can 
be more complex 

o Management 
effort 

o Cultural values 
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Author Title Cited by Focus of the paper Interesting for the research Important 
keywords 

Fons 
Trompenaars 

Riding the waves of 
culture  
(2009) 

 

The paper put stress on the 
fact that manager should not 
deny the bad consequences 
of the impact of culture in 
their companies 

This book brings nice 
insights to dilemmas 
reconciliation and so gave 
more understanding to the 
researcher. 

o Manager 
o International 

business 
o Dilemmas 

reconciliation 

McGinnis, S.  

Organisational 
Behaviour and 
Management 

Thinking 
 (2012) 

11 

It explains the way 
knowledge of human 
cognition provides insight 
into organisational 
behaviour to help healthcare 
managers to understand the 
behaviour inside at work 

It helps to understand 
organisational behaviour as 
well as management 
thinking.   

o Organisational 
Behaviour 

o Management 
thinking 

o Human cognition 

Shili Sun 

Organisational 
Culture and Its 

Themes  
(2008). 

119 

This paper underlines the 
theme organisational culture 
and the importance of it in 
organisations. It shows that 
each organisation has its 
own cultural values 

It is a further help to 
understand to the topic of 
organisational behaviour and 
it stresses the importance of 
a strong culture that can lead 
to competitive advantage. It 
presented the Hofstede’s 
onion diagram 

o Organisational 
Behaviour  

Nardon, L and 
Steers, R. M.  

Cambridge Handbook 
of Culture, 

Organisations, and 
Work  
(2009) 

 

49 
This book listed the cultural 
model of cultural foundation 
and organisational theories 

It was important to take the 
cultural model that was fully 
explained in this book  

o Cultural models 
o Organisational 

theories/ 
o Culture 
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Annex B – Target for the inquiry (mail list used) 

 
Whom? Number 

sent How? When? 

PORTUGAL 

Students and Teachers from Faculty of Economy of the 
University of Porto 2 978 FEUP EMAIL From 14th to the 19th of 

June 

Teachers from the Faculty of Engineering of the University of 
Porto 667 FEUP EMAIL  The 26th of June 

Researchers from the Faculty of Engineering of the 
University of Porto 232 FEUP EMAIL The 26th of June 

Technicians from the Faculty of Engineering of the University 
of Porto 122 FEUP EMAIL The 26th of June 

MIET Student from the Faculty of Engineering of the 
University of Porto 24 Facebook 15th of June 

SMEs Portugal 2 322 FEUP EMAIL 19th of June 

FRANCE 

I.F.C Valence / Personal 
Email 21st of June 

I.U.T Valence / Dynamic 
Email 21st of June 

SMEs France 5 850 FEUP EMAIL From 29th of June to the 
3rd of July 

IRELAND 
GMIT bachelor group 67 Facebook 14th of June 
SMEs Ireland 857 FEUP EMAIL 27th of June 

UNITED KINGDOM 
SMEs United Kingdom 10 000 FEUP EMAIL Till the 29th of June 

TOTAL  23 119 
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Annex C – Table of the data pre-treatment 

Annex C.1 - Generic changes 

 

General changes 

Record (Rec.) # 
Que
stio
n 

Action taken Remarks 

 (Please refer to 
the original 
database, as there 
are many cells 
with blank space) 

Q10
.2, 

Q10
.3, 

Q10
.4 

Blank space, was 
replaced by “Never” 

The people that did not respond to question 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, the researcher 
supposed that they do not have branch offices. The owners or managers or 
other employees must know about this information. Therefore if there is a 

blank space, it is supposed that they do not have it and so the respond should 
be “Never” 

(Please refer to 
the original 
database, as there 
are many cells 
with blank space) 

Q12
.2, 

Q12
.3, 

Q12
.4 

“Blank space” was 
replaced by “Never” 

If the respondent responded by “exclusively” in the Q12.1, logically the 
respondent has “never” operated in other branch offices. 

(Please refer to 
the original 
database, as there 
are many cells 
with blank space) 

Q12
.2, 

Q12
.3, 

Q12
.4 

“Blank space” was 
replaced by “Never” 

If the respondent responded in the question 10 that the organisation does not 
have a branch office and that the respondent did not respond to the related 

question Q12, it was logically be replaced by "Never" 

From #14 to #23 
Q61

,  
Q62 

No action taken as 
the data cannot be 

replace 

9 consecutive bank responses were found on Q61 and Q62. It is supposedly 
due to lagging. Therefore, the responses remained blank, as no logical 

replacement was possible. 

#6,#8,#25,#26,#4
2,#44 

Q3 

“Blank space” + 
“Ireland”  was 

replaced by “United 
Kingdom” 

There was an insufficient number of respondents, therefore they were flocked 
together with the British people (For further detail, go to the explanation 

3.4.1) 

/ Q.9 Classified into sector 
The information collected from the nomenclature about the activity of the 
enterprises were selected and classified into sectors (primary/ secondary/ 

tertiary sector) to allow better understanding and ease for analysis. 

(Please refer to 
the original 

database, as there 
are many cells 

with blank space)  

Q9.
1 

“Blank space” was 
replaced by 
“Education” 

Before the question 9.1 in the questionnaire sent online, there was a comment 
saying that if the respondents responded that they are “students” in the 

previous question, it was specified that they had to choose “Education” in 
question 9.1. Therefore, the ones that picked “students” in the previous 
question and did not respond anything in question 9.1 were replaced by 

“Education”. 

#129, #135, #136 Q.8 

“Technicians” was 
replaced by ” 
Technician 
education” 

As the technicians are divided into two groups, it was chosen that researcher 
from education background are called technicians education (Further 

information in footnote 5). 

#6, #123, #120, 
#118 

Q8 

 “Blank space” was 
replaced by 
“Researcher 

business” 

As the researcher are divided into 2 categories, the ones that have not from 
“educational background” were replaced by researcher business (Further 

information in footnote 5). 

  
Q13
.2 

“Blank space” was 
replaced by “0” 

As the respondent did not respond to the question, it was supposed than they 
meant “0”. 
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Annex C.2 - Specific changes 

Specific changes 

Rec. 
# 

Ques
tion 

Action taken Remarks 

#1 

Q3.2/
Q3.3/
Q3.4/
Q3.5 

Replaced by 
“United 

Kingdom” 

The respondent has left his email address at the end of the survey, as the 
researcher studied with him, he knows that he has been working/ studying in 

Ireland for his entire life 

#12 

Q3.1/
3.2/Q
3.3/Q
3.4/Q
3.5/3.

6 

Replaced by 
“Cambodia and, 

Portugal” 

The respondent has left his email address at the end of the survey, as the 
researcher has studied with him, he knows that he has been working/ studying 

in Cambodia and Portugal 

#78 

Q3.2/
Q3.3/
Q3.4/
Q3.5/

3.6 

Replaced by 
“Portugal” 

The respondent responded to the question 3.1 that he is born in Portugal and 
in question 10.1 that he is working in Portugal, the researcher supposed that 

the respondent has done his entire education and work experience in Portugal 

#40 Q3.4 
Replaced by 

“United 
Kingdom” 

The respondent responded in all the question 3 that he is from the United 
Kingdom, except the 3.4, as the 10.1 that he is working in United Kingdom, 

the researcher replaced it by “United Kingdom“ 

#66 
Q3.5/
Q3.6 

Replaced by 
“United 

Kingdom” 

The respondent responded in Q3.1,2,3,4 that he is from Portugal, except the 
Q3.5,6, as the 10.1 that he is working in Portugal the researcher replaced it by 

“United Kingdom“ 

#122 Q3.4 
Replaced by 
“Portugal” 

The respondent responded in 10.1 that the head office of his company is in 
“Portugal“. 

#152 Q3.4 
Replaced by 
“Portugal” 

The respondent responded in 10.1 that the head office of his company is in 
“France“ 

#176, 
#173 

Q3.5/
3.6 

Replaced by 
“France“ 

The respondent did all of his education in France and he is between “18 to 25 
years old“ 

#209, 
#202, 
#203, 
#204, 
#206, 
#200, 
#197, 
#192, 
#193, 
#187 

Q3.4 
Replaced by 

“France“ 
The respondent responded in 10.1 that the head office of his company is in 

“France“ 

#205 Q3.4 
Replaced by 

“United 
Kingdom“ 

The respondent responded in 10.1 that the head office of his company is in the 
“United Kingdom“. 
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Specific changes 

Rec. 
# 

Questi
on 

Action taken Remarks 

#19
1, 

#18
4 

Q3.4 
Replace by 

“Elsewhere“ 
The respondent responded in 10.1 that the head office of his company is 

“elsewhere“. 

#59 
Q3.4, 
Q3.6 

Replace by 
“Portugal“ 

The respondent responded that he has been studying and working for his 
longer time in “Portugal“, so the researcher supposed that the respondent has 

been working in “Portugal“. 

#18
1, 

#16
3, 

#15
8 

Q10.1 
Replace by 
“France“ 

The respondent that he has been studying in “France“ in Q3.4 + he is a 
student, so the head office is in “France“ too. 

#13
4 

Q8, 
Q9.1, 
9.2, 
10.1 

Replace by 
“Portugal“ 

The respondent responded in Q7 that he studies research, so it is supposed 
that he is a researcher in the field of education, as he has been working and 

studying in Portugal for his longer time, it is supposed that his head 
office(university) is in Portugal. 

#1, 
#2 

Q12.1 
Replace by 

“Exclusively“ 
The respondent is a student, so as he put that he never operates in the head 

office, it was replaced by exclusively 

#1 Q.8 
Replace by 

“Staff“ 

The respondent has a bachelor s degree and has been working in the company 
in transport and storage. I have put that he is an “analyst“, so It has been 

replace by “staff“. 

#5 Q12.1 
Replace by 

logical “Never“ 
The respondent responded "Exclusively" in question Q12.2, and rarely in 

question Q12.1, so Q12.1 was replaced by "never" 

#8 Q12.1 
Replace by 

“Exclusively“ 
As the researcher knows the respondent, he replaced "mainly" by exclusively" 

and put "Never" on Q12.2,3,4  

#9, 
#44 

Q12.1 
Replace by 

“Never“ 

As the respondent is a Teacher/ Researcher and that he put that he has a head 
office in Portugal and he does not have branch offices, so as the respondent 
put "Never" in Q12.1, it was replaced by "exclusively" and put "Never" on 

Q12.2,3,4  

#10 Q12.2 
Replace by 

“Never“ 

As the respondent has an only a head office and he put mainly in the branch 
office 1, so the Q12.1 was replaced by "Exclusively" and the Q12.2 by 

"Never"  

#13 Q12.2 
Replace by 

“Never“ 
As the respondent responded by "exclusively on "12.1", it is supposed that 

question 12.2 is not "Rarely" but "Never" 

#80, 
#8 

Q13.3 
Replace by “Less 

than 1 year“ 
As the respondent responded that the company exists for less than one year, it 

is supposed that he has been working for less than 1 year 

#78 Q12.1 
Replace by 

“Exclusively“ 
As the respondent responded that he has only a head office in Portugal, so the 

Q12.1 was replaced from "Frequentemente" to "Exclusively" 

#26 Q.7 
Replace by 

“Management“ 
As the respondent said that he is a director in question 8, his main field of 

activity is “management“. 

#62 Q.7 
Replace by 

“Other“ 
The respondent is a student and that he is studying for other engineering, so 

his main activity is “Other“. 
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Specific changes 

Rec. 
# 

Questi
on 

Action taken Remarks 

#95 Q.7 
Replace by 

“other“ 
As the respondent is a student studying for engineering, so his main activity is 

“Other“. 

#17
4 

Q.7 
Replace by 

“Management“ 
The respondent by others and wrote communication. As she is a manager, her 

main activity is “management“. 

#16
9 

Q.7 
Replace by 

“other“ 
The respondent wrote “informatique“ so it was replaced by “other“. 

#34 Q.7 
Replace by 

“management“ 
The respondent “marketing manager“, so it was replace by “management“. 

#19
7 + 
189 

Q.7 
Replace by 

“Economical and 
financial“ 

The respondent wrote “Marketing“, so it was replaced by “Economical and 
financial“. 

75, 
158, 
162 

Q.14 
Replace by “over 

1000“ 

The respondents did not respond to the question, as they are students from the 
“education field“, they have been replaced by “over 1000“ As the university 

have in general more than 1000 members.  

#7 Q.7 
Replace by 

“Commercial and 
negotiation“ 

The respondent wrote sales so, it was replaced by “Commercial and 
negotiation“. 
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Annex D – Statistical treatment of all answers 
ABOUT YOURSELF 

Q.01. What is your gender? 
1. Female 
2. Male 
3. Other  

Q.02. How old are you? 
1. Between 18 to 25 
2. Between 26 to 30 
3. Between 31 to 40 
4. Between 41 to 50 
5. Between 51 to 60 
6. Over 61 

 
Q.03.	in	which	country	…		
(If	you	have	been	to	more	than	one	country,	choose	the	
one	where	you	(have)	stayed	the	longer	time)	

…. were you born? 
.. . did you study, until high school ? 
… did you study, after high school? 
… Have you been studying?  
… are you working (did work) the longer period of work 
life?   

Q.05. What is the highest academic degree that you 
have obtained (current studying)? 

High school 
Professional degree 
Advanced certificate 
Bachelor’s degree 
MBA 
Master’s degree 
Doctoral degree 
Other: _____  

Q.06. Which area do you consider your main area of 
study / knowledge?  

Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources 
Business management (Including Economics and Finance) 
Communication : Corporate communication, public 

relations, journalism, etc 
Education & Human Sciences 
Engineering: industrial, Chemical, Mechanical or 

Engineering of Products  
Heath sciences 
Law 
Marketing 
Other Engineering: civil, environment, mining, electronics, 

informatics, etc.  
Other: ____ 

 

Q.07.	Which	is	the	field	of	your	main	activity?		
Commercial and negotiation 
Economical and Financial  
HR  
Management   
Production 
Research (Pure or applied) 
RiD (Research, Innovation & Development) and quality 
control 
Others: ____ 

 
Q.08. What is your position in the organisation you are 
working for? 

Shareholder/entrepreneur 
Top manager 
Operational manager 
Technician 
Staff 
Researcher / Teacher  
Student  
Other : ____  
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About Your Organisations   (“organisations” includes companies like SME “small and medum sized enterprises” thata are the 
main target of the research, also “universities” and “research centers” in the case of students and 
researchers ) 

Q9. What main activity of your organisation? 
According to the Statistical Classification of 
Economic Activities in the European Community, 
Rev. 2 (2008) 

Agriculture, forestry, fishing 
Mining and quarrying 
Manufacturing 
Electricity, gas, steam and air condition supply 
Water supply, sewerage and waste 

management 
Construction 
Wholesale and retail trade; Repair of motor 

vehicles and motorcycles  
Transport and storage 
Accommodation and Food Service 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance Service 
Real Estate activities 
Professional, Scientific and Technical 
Administrative and Support service to 

Organisations 
Public Administration and defence; 

compulsory social security  
Education 
Human health and social work activities  
Arts, entertainment and recreation 
Other service activities 
activities of households as employers; 

undifferentiated 

    

 
Q.10. Where do your current organisations 
operate (head and branch offices)? For students 
and researchers, the head is considered as the 
university where you are currently studying or 
working 

Head office 
Branch office #1 
Branch office #2 
Branch office #3  

Q12. Where are you operating? 
Choose “never” if your organisation doesn’t have it  

Head office 
Branch office #1 
Branch office #2 
Branch office #3  

Q13. For how long … 
… does the organisation exits? 
… does the organisation operates internationally? 
…have you been working/Studying for the 

organisation (University for students/researcher 
)?  

Q14. Currently (2017), how many employees/ 
(Students from the university) does the 
organisation have? 

Less than 10 
Between 11 to 50 
Between 51 to 250 
Between 251 to 1 000 
Over 1 000         

Q15. Currently (2017), what is the percentage of 
employees that have a different culture 
background? (Estimation) 

0 
Between 1 to 25% 
26% to 50% 
51% to 75% 
76% to 100%  
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About Culture (Awareness, impact, integration and adaptation) the answer should be according to your experience in your 
organisation. If you are Student or Researcher, please give the perception that you have about “the reallity in SMEs” 
in your country 

Q.16. How much are you aware about 
culture in business?	

Highly aware 
Aware  
Not consciously aware 
Unaware  

Q.17. From your point of view, how difficult 
is the integration, when an employee 
comes... 

… from a local culture (same city or 
surroundings)?   

 … from a regional culture (same region)? 
 … from a national culture (same country)? 
 … from a neighbour country culture? 
 … from another continent culture? 
 … from a different religion (even if from 

same country)? 
 … from a different ethnic group (even if from 

the same country)? 
 … which has an expatriate? 
 … which has an exiled and migrant?  

Q.18. How do you evaluate the impact of 
cultural differences in your life … 

… as person, member of the society? 
… as member of a family? 
… as member of a club or group? 
… as professional? 
… as client? 
… as businessman /businesswoman?  
… as entrepreneur? 
… as manager? 
… as leader? 
… as co-worker? 
… as worker?  

Q.19. From your point of view, how cultural 
differences impact…  

Employees’ mood  
Marketing activities 
HR management  
Reputation 
Negotiations processes and development 
Leadership style 
Team building  
Productivity  
Work organisations (workflow) 
Transmission of operating instructions  
Commitment of the employees to the tasks 
Ethical behaviour 
Organisational behaviour 
Financial performance 
Reporting  
Environmental behaviour  

 

Q.20. How often do you interact with people 
from a different culture such as your… 

 … customers?   
 … co-workers / colleagues? 
 … employees? 
 … employers? 
 … managers? 
 … leaders? 
 … with local/governmental authorities? 
 … members of financial organisations? 
 … social influencers? 
 … with others external stakeholders 

(Society/Competitors/Medias…)?  
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Q.21. From your perspective, how much 
cultural differences impact the relationship 
… 

…  between colleagues   
 … leader-follower 
 … manager-worker 
 … with clients 
 … with shareholders 
 … with local/governmental authorities 
 … with financial organisations 
 … with business partners 
 … with suppliers 
 … social influencers 
 … with others external stakeholders 

(Society/Competitors/Medias/Social…)  
Q22. What is your perception of foreign 
people integration in the society by … 
…a French native? 
…a British native? 
…a Portuguese native? 
…an Irish native?  

Q.23. What is your perception of the foreign 
employees’ integration in the organisation 
by… 

… French managers? 
… British managers? 
… Portuguese managers? 
… Irish managers?  

Q.24. In your opinion, how important is the 
consideration of cultural issues in your 
organisation?	

Very important  
Important 
Not important 
Not important at all   

Q25. How aware are you and the other 
members of the organisation about cultural 
issues? 

Yourself 
Shareholder/entrepreneur 
Top manager 
Operational manager 
Technician 
Staff 
Student  
Researcher/ Teacher  

Q26. In which context(s) have you 
experienced “cultural impacts” in your life? 

When I was playing with other kids in the 
primary school 

I studied at school / high school 
I studied at the university 
A work with the other stakeholders 
When I am doing business with other 

countries 
When I was studying aboard 
When being in contact with foreign people in 

day-to-day situation  
Q27. Have you ever had studied cultural 
issues … 

... on your own free will? 

...  by life-experience? 
… during the school studies (Secondary/ high 

school) 
..during an academic training at the 

university? 
… during the professional School training 
… at organisation training program		  
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Q28. How do you perceive the relevance of 
the following tools to lessen of cultural 
impacts in organisations? 

Cultural consultant/Advisor 
Promoting a strong corporate culture 
Definition of values 
Definition of vision 
Welcoming process  
Training programs 
Proceedings or instructions 
Special coaching 
Teaching newcomers about the internal 

cultures 
Multicultural breakfast at office 
Organizing events/Journeys 
Code of ethics 
Code of conduct  

 

Q29.  Which of the following tools does YOUR 
organisation use to lessen the cultural impact of 
the new foreign employees? 

Cultural consultant/Advisor 
Promoting a strong corporate culture 
Definition of values 
Definition of vision 
Welcoming process  
Training programs 
Proceedings or instructions 
Special coaching 
Teaching newcomers about the internal 

cultures 
Multicultural breakfast at office 
Organizing events/Journeys 
Code of ethics 
Code of conduct 
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Cultural Profile   (“It exists muliple cuturl models from diverses authors. All of them are based on dimensions. Following you find some 
exclusive mutual dilemmas. Please responde according to your tendency and as spountaneously as possible.) 

Q30. The decisions must be equal 
for everyone 
 

        

 

 The decisions must be adapted 
regarding the cultural background 
of the employee 

Q31. The decisions must be taken 
according to the rules and 
guidelines defined for the 
organisations 

The decisions must be taken 
according to the benefits of the 
relations between people and not 
according to the guidelines 

Q32. The decisions must be taken 
by the leader and under his/her 
exclusive opinion and responsibility 
 

The decisions should be taken by 
the leader after involving and taking 
into consideration the opinion of 
his/her followers and members of 
the group 

Q33. In the case of compensation, 
the reward must always be assigned 
to the team leaders 

In the case of compensation, the 
reward must be distributed to the 
entire team 

Q34. I never discuss about my 
private life with other members of 
the organisation 

I have interpersonal discussions 
with the other members of the 
organisation 

Q35. The leaders must always take 
the final important decisions 
between them 

If an employee is involved in a 
project, he must always take part of 
the final decision regardless his 
hierarchical position in the 
company 

Q36. I believe that rules must 
always be followed regardless the 
sacrifice towards other employees 
of the company 

I believe that rules must be broken 
in any situations where an employee 
can potentially be negatively 
affected 

Q37. During any internal meetings, 
I prefer bringing up several points 
simultaneously 

During any internal meetings, I 
prefer discussing point by point, in 
a predefined order. 

Q38.  During the analysis of 
professional issues, personal and 
private issues can naturally be 
spoken in the same level 

In professional context, personal 
and professional lives are not 
mixable.  

Q39. I am curious about the 
personal life of my clients, 
colleagues and suppliers, and I ask 
them openly about it.  

I do not have any interests in 
knowing more about the personal 
life of my clients, colleagues and 
suppliers 

Q40. I always freely and 
spontaneously express my emotions 
and opinions. 

In my relations, I never express my 
emotions or opinions spontaneously 

Q41. The status of anyone in the 
organisation, should be the result of 
the way he/she performs and the 
achievement of positive outcomes  

The status of anyone in the 
organisation, should be naturally set 
in line with the social status, wealth, 
age, social networking and titles 
that he/she has. 

Q42. The expectation of 
performance depends on the skills, 
knowledge and ability of the 
performer 

The expectation of performance 
depends on his/her rank of the 
performer in the hierarchy  

Q43. The wage must depend on the 
performance of the employees 

The wage must depend on the 
hierarchical positions of the 
employees 

Q44. Meeting times must be strictly 
complied, so that any delay results 
in a sheer waste of time 

Delays in starting meetings must be 
used as extra time to solve others 
pending or lost hour issues 

Q45. The employees must be free to 
take breaks whenever they wish 
throughout the day. 

The employees must take breaks at 
a predefined point of time of the 
day. 

Q46. I like using emotions to 
improve my argumentation  

In any argumentations, rational and 
logical issues and facts should only 
be used.  

Q.47. If I see my client in a “bad 
mood”, I try to make up for sense of 
generosity  

In a professional negotiation, I am 
apathetic towards the feeling of my client, 
what matter the most is to achieve a 
positive result at the end of it 

Q.48. The decisions took in an 
organisation do not need to have the 
environment in mind, because they 
have NO relevant impact on it 

The decisions took in an 
organisation must have the 
environment in mind, because 
everything done have impact on it 

Q.49. Managers must take 
responsibility for integrating and 
adapting the new member of team 

The integration and adaptation of a 
new member of a team is the 
outcome of a smooth and natural 
moulding process done by the 
organisation as an all 
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Q50.   A manager should make 
plans to prevent any types of danger 
from the environment 

Environment is unstable and cannot 
be predicted 

 
 

Q51. The future is unpredictable, 
although it is the natural evolution 
of the history, routines or 
traditions of the past and 
conditioned by them 

 

The future is unpredictable, because 
it is totally independent of the 
history, traditions and routines of 
the past 

Q52. The present day-to-day life 
of an organisation is deeply 
connected and interlinked to the 
routines and traditions of the past 

The present organisation the day-to 
day life of the organisation is 
independent of its history, routines 
or traditions 

Q54.  The present behaviours and 
achievements of the organisation 
will prevail over the future ones  

The future behaviours, 
performances and achievements of 
the organisation will outshine the 
present ones  

 
Q53.  When I am taking decisions 
on foreign workers issues, I have 
in mind the previous decisions 
taken in similar issues 

 

When I am taking decisions on 
foreign workers issues, I have in 
mind my values or the values 
defined by the 76rganization I am 
working for 

Q55. I believe that cultural issues, 
as any other professional 
relationship issues, must be 
analysed in an ethical values basis 

I am convinced that cultural issues, 
as any other professional 
relationship issues, must be 
analysed depending on the context  

Q56. When I am taking any 
decisions, I bear in mind the 
judgement that some peers can 
have on it, so as to avoid potential 
dissonances and critics 

I take decision being sure that I only 
take it according to my values or the 
values defined by the organisation I 
am working for  

Q57. Once, I noticed that I took a 
unethical decision mainly because 
of time pressure 

I am able to take decision 
independently of any types of 
pressure 

Q58. I have seen some leaders 
taking a decision without 
considering its ethical boundaries 

When a leader takes an unethical 
decision, it is a conscious decision 
caused by corruption or illegal 
interests 

Q59.  I believe that everyone can 
take decisions based on ethical 
values, as long as this is his/her 
wish 

In some cases, when routines are 
present, the ethical dimension can 
be "not-seen" in decision making 
process 

Q60.  The framing of cultural 
issues, in the decision-making 
process, can decisively influence 
the decision-making 

The framing is not an obstacle for 
any ethical decisions 
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Coming to an end  
Definition of culture: Culture consists of standarlised forms of thought, feelings and reactions, acquired and transmitted primarily through 
symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups, including their embodiment in artifacts. The essence of the culture 
core consists of traditional ideas (historically oreieted and selected) and especially coupled values 

Q.61. Have you changed your mind about 
the perception that you had at the 
beginning of the survey about culture in 
business? 

I was aware at the beginning and I am still 
aware about culture 

I was aware at the beginning and now i am 
more aware 

I was unaware at the beginning and now i 
think that i am aware 

I was unaware at the beginning and now i 
am still unaware 

 

Q.62. By answering to the previous 
questions, how relevant is culture 
consideration in business?	

Very relevant  
Relevant 
Irrelevant 
Not relevant at all  

Q63. In your opinion, which are the origin 
of cultural conflicts in organisations? 

Lack of awareness on cultural issues 
Lack of knowledge 
Misunderstanding of cultural issues 
Incapacity of Empathy (The ability to 

understand and share the feelings of 
another) 

Incapacity of sympathy (Feeling of pity 
and sorrow for someone else’s 
misfortune) 

Absence of strategy in organisation 
Absence of leadership 
Absence of management 
Lack of multicultural experience 
Neglecting management 

 

 
Thank	you	for	your	collaboration. 
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Annex E – Summary of complementary interviews 

 Company # 1 Company #2 Company #3 

Company 
Country 

IpSwitch,, Ireland, Eoin Connolly, 
Manager 

  Startup (nameless), The United 
Kingdom, Alex Simpson, 
entrepreneur 

Crialme, Portugal, Rui Meireles, GM 

Could you please introduce yourself and your companies? 
 IpSwitch has a head office in Boston but i m 

working in the branch Office in Ireland. I am 
the team leader of the salesforce. IpSwitch is a 
multinational company. There is a high 
diversity of the workforce within the company 

British, setting up a business, I will be trading 
UK land. I am looking to have between 5 to 10 
employees to begin with. Looking for an 
employee that is Chinese as i intend to go into 
the Chinese market. 

I have been working for the company for 17 
years. I am the general director of the company, 
responsible for the purchase. He has 1 
employee that has different cultural 
background and also some subsidiaries in some 
other countries. Dealing in B2B. 

In your opinion and by your experience, how the cultural issues have reflected on the companies? 

 High experience High experience High experience 
 Culture means to me, the way people do things, 

the way they interact with each other and in 
their lives. Their routines and rituals, the things 
that they like to do. The way they see things 
and their values as well. That is culture to me. 
It is very relevant for the company. 

I used to work for a company in Spain that with 
other foreign employees. It has not reflected 
yet but in the future yes with foreign 
employees and foreign markets such as China, 

I am aware of culture in business. I am dealing 
with some clients that are from other countries. 
I use another approach when dealing with 
them. There are cultural differences externally 
and internally, like people that come from 
another region of Portugal. I adapt when I talk 
to them. 

Have you ever noticed any "conflicts" or “malfunctions” of your company that can come from "cultural issues"? 

 Highly aware and Recognise Unaware at the beginning and then recognise Consciously aware Recognize 
Culture plays a big role. There is a big 
difference in culture between the European 
team and the one from the US. The Americans 
are a bit more intense and their marketing in 
more “in your face”. They use more in calls 
and invoice mails to push the sales.  

First he said: “No, I don’t really notice them”. 
And then after going further:  “I noticed in my 
previous company that people worked 
differently.” 

I have noticed that the way of doing business is 
different, I do not use the same discourse, 
presentation. We have subcontracted 
companies and what we do it is that we send 
some 

What is for you the impact of culture in your organisation? (If not considering, what would be the consequences?) 

 Significant impact especially in Marketing and 
sales 

Few impact in general but some impact in 
Marketing and sales 

Significant impact in Production, finance, 
Marketing, sales. 

Integration of the employees : Both ways they 
should adapt and should be adapted 

Integration of the employees: We impose our 
culture to foreigner employees and they must 
adapt 

Integration of the employees: We impose our 
culture to foreigner employees and they must 
adapt 

Yes big impact in marketing and sales. The 
client and workers with whom you are dealing 
with could be “upset” with you if you do not 
take his cultural values into consideration. I 
think, it very important to understand people 
and their culture so you can approach them 
appropriately. 
The integration should be done in both ways, 
the newcomers should adapt to the culture and 
should be guided as well. 

Regardless everyone is from, the most 
important thing, number 1 is to follow the rules 
inside the company.  
Sometimes i try not to be too strict and being 
flexible with certain. Everyone has their rights 
to have their own cultural values from a social 
perspective but when it comes to work, it is 
different.  
Chinese like the history values when they are 
purchasing products. Marketing using more 
red with them as color of luck. By asking me 
these questions, you are making me more 
considered, and more aware about culture. I 
feel i need to do more research about it. 

The impact is very high as we are dealing 
internationally. We have cultural impacts in 
finance, in marketing. So not considering 
culture would be “impossible to work”. 
The foreign workers must submit to our way of 
working in the other countries. Once a foreign 
employee, easy integration because she knew 
the language. We hire generally the people that 
understand our culture values 

Does the organisation use any tools/ methods to mitigate the cultural impact? 

 Using Seminar/ Workshop/ Short induction 
week 

No Long integration process but nothing else 

We had like a seminar/ workshop on cultural 
differences. We were talking about. We had a 
“week induction” at the beginning. You have 
the induction training at the beginning what 
kinds of people you see and the way the 
organisation works and the way things are 
done, the vibe of people, the way they dress, 
some people are more relaxed and others more 
tense. 

I am not sure about the kinds of tools, methods 
or structure to put in place. I suppose, once i 
identify the differences, i will be able to create 
the appropriate strucutres and methods. 
The company has to be flexible and the 
employees as well. 

We have the integration process that lasts 2/3 
months which is the same for every new 
employee. But we do not organise anything 
else such as events/travel for instance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Company # 4 Company #5 Company #6 
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Company 
Country Portugal, Nunex, Bruno Silva, GM Portugal, Fisco Viana, Mariline 

Costa, CEO 
Portugal, Lions, Fernando Lima, 
Manger 

Could you please introduce yourself and your companies? 
 Most of the raw material is coming from 

outside, they are 3 production plants in 
Portugal, they operate internationally to 
big companies especially supermarket, 
and they have clients abroad. 

Director of the company, accountancy 
company 

Chief Creative Officer, the design 
company is new and they are in the 
process of internationalization, in 
Europe and outside 

In your opinion and by your experience, how the cultural issues have reflected on the companies? 
 High experience Some experience Some experience 
 We have business relation with other 

countries such as America. We have 
another way of trading with them. We study 
the market and then adapt. 

I deal sometimes with customers from 
abroad Noticed some cultural differences 
but I don’t really see them 

We study how the people live in the other 
countries before dealing with them. We are 
aware of the cultural values that are 
different. 

Have you ever noticed any "conflicts" or “malfunctions” of your company that can come from "cultural issues"? 
 Consciously aware Recognize Unaware but recognize sometimes Aware and recognize 

I understand that they way of trading is 
different some countries can be more 
practical, other ruder 

Sometimes, when I do business with 
clients, I take it into consideration 

The impacts in SMEs are very high. 
The codes should be recognized, 
transmitted and spread inside the team 

What is for you the impact of culture in your organisation? (If not considering, what would be the consequences?) 
 Significant impact in marketing, sales, 

reputation, production 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

Some impact in productivity, finance and 
reputation 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

High impact in Marketing, Finance, and the 
reputation 

Culture has a significant impact on the 
relationship with the customers, marketing, 
production and reputation, about the quality 
expected and the way we adapt our 
communication. Hard to do business with 
Nigeria for example because of the Ghost 
that is the logo of our brand, there it is the 
sign of death. When we contract someone 
regardless his nationality, he/she must 
adapt to the way we are working. The 
French for example know already how we 
work, so it is easy. 

It can be relevant in productivity, finance 
and reputation 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

It very relevant in Marketing, Finance, and 
the reputation 

Significant impact in marketing, sales, 
reputation, production 
 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

Some impact in productivity, finance and 
reputation 
 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

High impact in Marketing, Finance, and the 
reputation 

Does the organisation use any tools/ methods to mitigate the cultural impact? 
 Long integration process + code of ethics 

and conducts No Short integration process 

We have an integration process that lasts 
depending on the people. When a code of 
ethic and conducts 

/ We try to bridge the new employees from a 
different country to the company. 
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 Company # 7 Company #8 Company #9 
Company 
Country 

Portugal, Silampos, Bernardo Campos, 
CMO Portugal, Enermeter, Teresa Martins, CEO Portugal, Tobor, Jorge Passos, CEO 

Could you please introduce yourself and your companies? 
 Leader, Produce and sell in Portugal, 

they have 200 employees, they had 
foreign employees in the past 

Head of the company, SME, they do 
not have foreign employees but they 
deal with foreign companies. 

C.E.O, It has two micro companies 
that are buyers and sellers. They have 
mainly their clients in Portugal but 
foreign suppliers 

In your opinion and by your experience, how the cultural issues have reflected on the companies? 
 High experience High experience High experience 
 We have never have had any cultural 

problems, when we had a subsidiary before, 
when we bought it, we had to adapt to the 
culture. 

We deal with foreign stakeholders from 
several countries  
 

We have suppliers in Spain/ France but it is 
not difficult to do business with them 

Have you ever noticed any "conflicts" or “malfunctions” of your company that can come from "cultural issues"? 
 Consciously aware Consciously aware Consciously aware 
 

SMEs do not consider it. 
They are enormous impact on business, the 
way we work. We adapt to the clients and 
partners. Sometimes, it hard when do not 
understand the way we work. 

 
It is not difficult to deal with other 
countries; another issue can be the 
language. I have cultural issues sometimes 
when we speak English. Negotiation 
process with Chinese difficult. They need 
to adapt to their rules 

 
SMEs are not aware. 
I have noticed some differences as in Spain, 
Barcelona, they are more close and exigent 
about the products. We must adapt to their 
norms. 

What is for you the impact of culture in your organisation? (If not considering, what would be the consequences?) 
 High impact in marketing, sells 

 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

High impact in Negotiation, way of 
working, leadership style 
 
Expatriate was difficult to integrate. 

High impact in negotiation and payment 
method, productivity. 

Selling products in different countries in 
hard in terms of communication especially. 
It is easier to integrate employees when 
they are all local, but when a foreigner 
comes to our company, he must adapt to our 
culture. Sometimes, it is a big challenge 
because of the language. 
 

The way of negotiating is different. More 
direct in Europe and slower in south 
America. 
 Negotiation process with Chinese difficult.  
They need to adapt to their rules.  

It is hard sometimes to make contracts, 
some of them are less flexible than us, also 
for the installation of our product, they are 
more demanding. The payment delay is 
also different according to countries. 
Sometimes it can even disturb the market. 
 

High impact in marketing, sells 
 
Integration of the employees: We impose 
our culture to foreigner employees and they 
must adapt 

High impact in Negotiation, way of 
working, leadership style 
 
Expatriate was difficult to integrate. 

High impact in negotiation and payment 
method, productivity. 

Does the organisation use any tools/ methods to mitigate the cultural impact? 
 Code of ethics / conducts  

Welcoming program 
Long integration process 

Consultant in culture No 

We have code of ethics and values, 1 week 
of welcoming program and the process lasts 
6 months 

We have used a consultant to enter into a 
foreign market in south America. 

 
I am managing it on my own. 

 
 

 


